Spring 2022

1775 is Back!

2022 National AG Ball
Save the Date

Columbia, South Carolina — The Adjutant General’s Corps Regimental Association has announced the
National AG Ball will be held on Friday, June 3, 2022, at the Columbia Convention Center in Columbia,
South Carolina. The Ball will be the culminating event for the Adjutant General’s Corps Regimental Week
which will include events such as the AG Corps Hall of Fame (HOF) and Distinguished Members of the Corps
(DMOC), Class of 2022 induction ceremonies to be held at the Adjutant General School, Fort Jackson, South
Carolina.
Tickets and reservations for the event are anticipated to be released first to VIP invitees, followed by the
general public in March.
In past years, Ball tickets usually sell out within 1-2 days of becoming available. Please have AGCRA.com,
AGCRA Facebook, AGCRA Twitter, and/or S1Net as part of your “favorites” on your social media accounts
to be notified early for available Ball tickets.

https://www.agcra.com/

https://www.facebook.com/agcra -or- @agcra

https://twitter.com/agcra -or- @agcra
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FROMthe

EDITOR
1775 is Back! Unfortunately, in the
age of the COVID pandemic, we have
had challenges posting a 1775 journal
since our Fall 2020 edition. But we are
now once again back supporting AGCRA
members and telling our collective AG
Corps, Army HR, and Army Band story
with this edition. And I am back as
well coming out of retirement as the
new 1775 Editor and the even newer
VP, Public Relations (formerly VP,
Publications) on the AGCRA National
Executive Council (NEC).
Through COL (Ret) Rob Manning’s
leadership and vision as President of our
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Association, in this edition you will read
about the new AGCRA Strategic Plan,
the AGCRA Recruiting Team (ART), as
well as the new AGCRA Public Relations
Team (APRT). These new initiatives are
designed to 1) better serve our members,
2) provide additional HR and Band
sources of information and tools, and 3)
grow and retain AGCRA membership.
Before diving into this edition of 1775,
LTC (Ret) Paul R. Dwigans is departing
as the latest 1775 Editor and the NEC
VP, Publications. Paul took over full
1775 and Association publication duties
five years ago. He intends to play a role
as the new APRT gets off the ground
which will allow him the time to write his
first novel ever. AGCRA truly appreciates
Paul’s efforts and we wish him all the
best in his future endeavors.
So, it is with great pleasure that we bring
you the latest issue of 1775. Although
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we normally adopt a theme for each
1775 we print, we wanted to provide a
myriad of AG / Army HR / Band stories in
this edition in order to get our members
a copy of their professional association
journal that has been off the street for
over a year. It is our intent to provide as
many new editions of 1775 in 2022 and
beyond based on your support for article
submissions. Again, 1775 is Back!
We hope you enjoy this edition of 1775
and solicit your comments and feedback
at magazine@agcra.com.
Defend and Serve!

Bob Ortiz

Colonel (Retired), U.S. Army
AGCRA VP, Public Relations
Editor, 1775
magazine@agcra.com

SECTION I
AGCRA
NOTES FROM THE PRESIDENT, AGCRA
By COL (Ret) Robert L. Manning,
AGCRA Lifetime Member #96

M

embers of the AG Corps It is
my sincere hope that you and
your loved ones remain healthy
and safe during these challenging times
as we continue to counter this worldwide
pandemic that has been with us for two
years.
This is your AGCRA! I’ve been asked
many times to explain what it means to be in
the AGCRA or to explain what benefits one
in joining the AGCRA. I cannot explain
what these questions mean to others, but I
do know what they mean to me. In 1982
as a brand new Second Lieutenant in the
82nd Airborne Division, a crusty old AG
Lieutenant Colonel asked the following
questions of me: Do you consider yourself
a professional Soldier and if the answer
was yes, then why are you not a member of
the professional associations that support
Soldiers? He left it to me to decide whether

I should join these associations or not,
but the answer was obvious to me, and I
immediately joined them.
I pose similar questions today to those
AG and Army HR Professionals who are
not members of the AGCRA, or members
who are considering leaving the AGCRA,
“Do you consider yourself an AG or HR
Professional? If so, then why are you not
a member of an association that directly
supports your profession? The AGCRA
exists to support the AG Corps, all past and
present AG and Army HR Professionals, the
Active, Guard, Reserve, Veteran, Civilian
and Retired membership of the AGCRA.
I understand the AGCRA cannot be all
things to all people, but it can be a starting
point for many things to many people.
What does it mean to be in the AGCRA?
To me, being in the AGCRA means having
a connection to other AG and Army HR

Professionals that transcends the limits of
the workplace and the length of careers.
Just as we are Soldiers for Life when we
transition from the Army, we are also AG
Soldiers for Life and an ideal vehicle to
help sustain this is the AGCRA. So, how
do we connect? We each have our own
ways of finding connections, but attending
AGCRA sponsored breakfasts and lunches,
participating in AGCRA sponsored
community support projects such as,
but not limited to, highway sponsorship
programs, food drives and car washes is
a good start. Membership in the AGCRA
is not about receiving so much as it is
about giving back to the Army, Corps, and
Profession we love.
What benefits one in joining the AGCRA?
The greatest benefit in my mind is knowing
that we are primarily an Association that is
built on volunteerism and giving. We have
1775 | Spring 2022
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local Chapters large, medium, and small
that consistently give back to their local
communities. We are an association that
has invested at the national and local levels
in scholarship programs that have in the past
and continue to benefit many outstanding
young people in their pursuit of achieving
life dreams. But there are other benefits
which include reunions with friends and
colleagues at AGCRA sponsored balls,
golf tournaments, and other events. One
of the more tangible and visual benefits
of membership is the AGCRA Awards
Program. It’s always exciting and fulfilling
to see the joy when a member receives an
AGCRA award and then gets the chance to
show if off at an upcoming special event.
Are there more reasons to be a member
and more to benefit from membership?

As members, we know the answer to
these questions is yes. In particular, as a
professional association one of AGCRA’s
goals is to tell the continuing AG Corps
story and share insights into the Corps’
myriad missions. However, the AGCRA
wants to know what it means to you to be in
the AGCRA and what benefits do you see
from membership. More importantly, what
can we do from your perspective to improve
the benefits of membership? As a member
you have already shown a commitment to
the AGCRA and I thank you for this. I
am now asking you to take it to the next
level and if you are not already involved
with a local Chapter, then I ask that you
become involved. Maybe you can deliver
an AGCRA breakfast presentation on an
area of your current expertise or maybe you

can start a mentorship program to benefit
younger AG and HR Professionals for your
Chapter. The possibilities are endless if we
just commit ourselves to the next level and
endeavor to make the AGCRA better than
it is today.
Yes, this is your AGCRA. The AGCRA
needs you to help make it more relevant
and beneficial to you over the course of
a lifetime. It is my sincere hope that you
continue to do everything possible to stay
healthy and safe and remember, our best
days will always be in front of us!
Defend and Serve!
Rob Manning
AG Soldier for Life
AGCRA Lifetime Member #96

About the AGCRA :
The AGCRA continues to explore new ways to reach out to the AG Corps and we are looking to structure ourselves to
become more responsive to you. I encourage each AGCRA member to visit our website at AGCRA.com and
Members.AGCRA.com and while you are there update your account information. We welcome any input that will
make the AGCRA better. You can send your input to me at President@agcra.com and/or
Magazine@agcra.com.
If you are not a member of the AGCRA, I ask that you join and share this journey with us.
If you are a member, then I thank you for your commitment and ask that you consider becoming a lifetime member. If
you are a lifetime member then I thank you for your ultimate support of the AGCRA. Lastly, I ask each of you to bring
just one new member on board. We need your help to recruit new members for the Association.
6
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AGCRA Strategic Plan
By COL (Ret) Robert L. Manning
President, AGCRA
NOTE: The AGCRA Strategic Plan was published in July 2021 on AGCRA.com (https://www.agcra.com/agcra-strategic-plan/).
This strategic plan will help our Association focus on a vision that will make the AGCRA the preeminent organization supporting
the AG Corps. During the pandemic era, we have been slowly attempting to implement the Plan. In order to be successful, we
need all AGCRA Chapters and members to take the time to review the Plan and contribute to its success.

VISION: To be recognized by the Army’s Human Resources (HR) community as the preeminent association supporting the AG Corps,
all past and present HR professionals, and the active (includes guard & reserve), veteran, civilian and retired membership of the Adjutant
General’s Corps Regimental Association (AGCRA).

MISSION: To provide a forum to inform, educate and share. Specifically, promote esprit-de-corps; foster a spirit of goodwill; promote
mutual understanding; sponsor new methods; improved techniques and developments designed to promote the highest standards of the
Army’s HR Community while recording, and understanding the history of the AG Corps and the AGCRA.

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) Analysis: To truly become preeminent, we must take a critical
look at ourselves and assess where we are to fulfill our vision and realize our goals. What we must know up front is what we are good at
(strengths), where we can improve (weaknesses), what (opportunities) we can leverage and what (threats) or risks must we face.

Strengths:

Weaknesses:

Opportunities:

Threats:

• The AG Corps has been in
existence since 1775; it is a Corps
with a long and proud history.
• The AGCRA has a 34-year
history as its foundation from
which to build.
• The AGCRA is global as
represented by many local
Chapters.
• The AG Corps is a very large
community consisting of tens of
thousands of active-duty, National
Guard (ARNG), Army Reserve
(USAR), retired, veterans, HR
Civilians, Band personnel and
recruiters (USAREC) who could
become potential members.
• The National Executive Council
(NEC) and Chapter Officers are
dedicated and committed to the
enduring success of the AGCRA.

• Membership in recent years has
plateaued.
• Some Chapters have very low
activity and engagement.
• The retired, USAR, ARNG, HR
Civilian, Band and Recruiting
communities have never been
formally asked to participate as
a group.
• There are many members of the
Army HR Community and AG
Corps who do not know about or
understand the AGCRA.
• Legal concerns by military
lawyers have caused an
unnecessary distancing between
the AG Corps and the AGCRA.
• Some senior leaders do not see
the value of the AGCRA and thus
distance themselves from it.
• Need a USAR/ARNG advisor
on the NEC; cannot adequately
address the reserve community
without representation.

• There is an enormous market of
active (includes guard & reserve),
veteran and retired HR/AG
professionals who are waiting for the
AGCRA to engage them.
• Effectively communicate our
personal AG stories with our
junior and mid-career Soldiers and
civilians.
• Market and promote the AGCRA
brand.
• Educate and inform all segments of
the AG Corps about the AGCRA.
• Seek collaboration with HR
professionals of other military
services which do not have an
association like the AGCRA.
• Consider Auxiliary membership.
• Connect with the DA Civilian CP
50 HR professional community.
• Review membership categories.
• Encourage personnel to write
AGCRA awards, articles, etc.
• Increase National level professional
development events with guests from
all components and civilian entities
such as SHRM webinars and other
WebEx type forums.

• Army policy, interpreted as,
restricting collaboration between
the active force (inclusive of
guard & reserve) and regimental/
corps associations.
• Members of the AG Corps
who do not see the AGCRA as a
viable organization that supports
the AG Corps.
• Members of the AG Corps and
the AGCRA who only see the
AGCRA as an awards outlet and
as a result, sign up for limited
membership to qualify for an
award.
• Senior AG leaders who lack a
true appreciation for the AGCRA.
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AGCRA GOALS
1. GROW MEMBERSHIP
Objective(s):
Make membership more appealing.
Reach out to all members and have them educate and inform their Soldiers about the AGCRA.
(strengths), where we can improve (weaknesses), what (opportunities) we can leverage and what (threats) or risks must we face.

Strategies:

• Review membership categories
and perhaps offer other options.
• Change pricing structure to
potentially reduce turnover and
increase membership; there
are submitted proposals to be
addressed separately from this
plan.
• Introduce and manage
recruiting incentives for Chapters
and individuals.
• Actively communicate and
market the AGCRA brand.
• Set quarterly recruiting goals
for Chapters and individuals.
• Establish a special membership
team specializing in coordinating
lifetime, veteran and retiree
memberships.
• Develop an AGCRA app that
authorizes new membership for
transitioning personnel (PCS,
ETS, retirement, etc.).
• Coordinate team events; hikes/
skydiving/etc.
• Conduct cost comparisons to
other associations like Signal or
Armor.
• Offer incentives for lifetime
membership.
• Consider payment plan option to
purchase lifetime memberships.
• Review opportunities to
grow outside the base through
community involvement.
• Have representation from
different market segments on
the NEC to educate in how to
penetrate these markets for
membership (i.e., USAR/ARNG,
CP 50, Bands, USAREC.).
8

Tasks:

• Develop feasible goals and
a reward system to recognize
Chapters
and
individuals,
recruiting and retention year
points for Chapters.
• Review and report quarterly
progress with Chapters based
upon 10% annual net growth
path.
• Provide support to Chapters not
meeting 10% goal.
• Engage the AG Retired, Veteran,
Civilian, Band, USAREC, USAR
and ARNG communities to
have them compete for AG “Of
the Year” awards and AGCRA
awards.
• Recognize top performing
Chapters at the end of the
AGCRA recruiting year in time
for the National Ball season.
• Recruit HR professionals from
other services to join as auxiliary
members.

Obstacles:

• A general sense of complacency
across the AG Corps and the
AGCRA.
• Continuous turnover in
Chapters.
• Ability of Chapters to effectively
recruit.
• Contact information for retirees.
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Metrics:

• Increase overall membership by
10% net members each calendar
year (net gain of 340 in first year).
• Increase Lifetime, retiree,
veteran, band, USAREC, USAR
and ARNG memberships by 10%
net annually.
• Number of new/existing
recruiting events that promote
AGCRA
awareness
and
membership.

2. INVIGORATE CHAPTERS
Objective(s):
Get all Chapters engaged and performing at higher levels.

Strategies:

Tasks:

• Open lines of communications
from the NEC to the Chapters.
• Have Chapters conduct their
own SWOT analysis.
• Coach, teach and mentor
Chapters to success via all
AGCRA programs.
• Review and report Chapter
social media activity.
• Chapters open lines of
communications with ASCC/
Corps/Division G1s.
• Promote the AG Print and
Giclees (Every HR office should
have one on display).

• Assess Chapter needs based
upon their SWOT analysis.
• Execute a proactive engagement
plan that includes social media
marketing and recruiting.
• Assist Chapters with targeting
potential markets and promoting
the AGCRA.

Obstacles:

• Complacency.
• Chapter capabilities.
• Lack of social
involvement/interest.

Metrics:

media

• Every Chapter participates in
the “Adopt a Mile” Program or
equivalent.

• Quarterly membership/activity
totals.
• Number of AGCRA events/
activities.
• Number of AG prints and
Giclees being sold.
• End of year recruiting results.
• Number of new and active
social media accounts.
•
How
many
Chapters
participating in the Adopt a Mile
programs.

3. DEVELOP, STRENGTHEN AND SUSTAIN THE AGCRA BRAND
(INCLUDE ACTIVE, ARNG, USAR, VETERANS, ALL HR CIVILIANS, BANDS, USAREC)
Objective(s):
Make the AGCRA brand more recognizable and synonymous with AG and HR professional excellence and pride.

Strategies:

Tasks:

• Aggressively push AGCRA
information to all Chapters to
inform and educate.
• Utilize all legitimate social and
traditional media tools.
• Enlist the honorary members
of the AG Corps to speak for the
AGCRA.
• Develop AGCRA talking points
for all members to use.
• Special order Chapter swag
with local Chapter info as well as
national to sell locally.
• Board/recognition with coin/
plaque.

• Push versus pull information to
Chapters and members.
• Have regular and consistent
postings on social media.
• Arrive at five basic talking
points and stick to these points in
all conversations with AGCRA
members and AGs everywhere.
• Push to get the AGCRA license
plate for respective states.
• Publish an updated, relevant
history of the AGCRA, describing
how the association has changed
and adapted to the changes in the
AG Corps and the Army.

Obstacles:

• Severe lack of knowledge of
AGCRA.
• Apathy towards the AGCRA of
many AGs at all levels.
• Answering the WHY of who we
are.

Metrics:

• Quarterly feedback during zoom/
teleconferences.
• Increase in purchases of AG
prints and Giclees and Sutler Store
items.
•
Increase
in
scholarship
applications.
• Annual survey centered on
whether we are meeting member
needs or not.
• Survey results of members and
other AGs who lack understanding
of the AGCRA.
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4. DELIVER QUALITY PROGRAMS (AWARDS, SCHOLARSHIPS, PRINTS, SUTLER STORE, HISTORY)
Objective(s):
Ensure all members and AGs everywhere know of AGCRA programs and are equipped to discuss them with others.

Strategies:

• Employ active marketing/
information campaigns for all
our programs and activities.
• Gain a baseline of members
understanding
of
AGCRA
programs.
• Make programs more appealing.
• Have an app for the Sutler Store.
• NEC helps members wishing to
acquire HR certifications.
• Make the Scholarship Program
more robust.

Tasks:

• Conduct membership surveys focused on
AGCRA programs.
• Continuously market and promote our
programs using all communication vehicles.
• Review and redesign how our programs are
received based upon survey feedback.
• Provide video testimonials from past
scholarship recipients conveying how AGCRA
scholarships helped them.
• Develop scholarship programs/opportunities
in every Chapter; provide scholarship assistance
such as essay/criteria writing.
• Need National assistance with lack of funds
for scholarships for smaller Chapters.
• Develop AGCRA historical vignettes to
demonstrate relevance of the association.
• Establish a contest for a new National coin and
the winner gets the first coin, article in 1775/
website, AGCRA shirt, hat, etc.

Obstacles:

• Lack of participation in surveys.
• Apathy or no interest in what is
being offered.

Metrics:

• Quarterly feedback during
zoom/teleconferences.
• Increase in purchase of AG
prints and Giclees and Sutler
Store items.
• Increase in scholarship
applications.
• Annual survey results centered
on whether we are meeting
member needs or not.

5. EARN TRUST THROUGH IMPROVED COMMUNICATIONS (1775, SOCIAL MEDIA, ZOOM/TELECONFERENCES)
Objective(s):
Inform and educate members and non-members so they have a better understanding and greater appreciation for the AGCRA.

Strategies:

Tasks:

• Institute information campaigns
that promote the positive values
of the AGCRA.
• Effective engagement on all
social media platforms.
• Chapters appoint POCs for
1775 and social media.

• Gather 1775/social media POCs from
all Chapters.
• Gain all Twitter, Facebook, Instagram,
and other social media accounts into a
consolidated spreadsheet and distribute
in 1775/website once a year.
• Use large producing military related
magazines (Army, MOAA, NCOA,
American Legion, VFW, USMA,
Recruiter Journal, Bands, etc.) to
advertise and promote the AGCRA.
• Provide space in 1775, the website
and other AGCRA social media that
address reunions, events, activities, etc.

“Proposed”
• AGCRA Recruiting Year Point System and concept
• Recruiting events conducted by Chapters – 5
• Net growth of membership 10% per event – 10
• Adding a new lifetime member – 10*
• Adding 10% of Chapter membership with new 3-year members – 5
• Adding a new retiree – 5**
• Adding 10% of Chapter membership of Band/USAREC/USAR/ARNG – 5

10

Obstacles:

• Lack of interest in AGCRA
social media sites.
• Lack of participation in
teleconferences/zoom meetings.

Metrics:

• New followers on our social
media sites, website, etc.
• Number of Chapters participating
in teleconferences/zoom meetings.
• Number of Chapters participating
in 1775 articles.

Approved by the AGCRA National Executive Council on
12 July 2021
• Adding any new members through partnering with veterans organizations
like VFW, DAV, and American Legion etc. – 5
• Social media recruiting – 5***
* 10 points with each new lifetime member.
** 5 points with each new retiree
*** 5 points each new member from social media recruiting.
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AGCRA Recruiting Team (ART) Charter
By COL (Ret) Robert L. Manning
President, AGCRA
Purpose: The purpose of the ART is to
serve as an executing arm of the National
Executive Council (NEC) to grow and
strengthen the AGCRA and support the
goals of the AGCRA Strategic Plan,
specifically Goal 1. The ART’s specific
focus should be on developing practices
and procedures to increase membership
as well meeting the metrics of the five
goals of the AGCRA Strategic Plan.
Membership: The ART will consist of
no more than 5-7 members. The NEC
VP, Membership shall serve as the ART
Team Leader. The remaining members
shall be representative of the AGCRA’s
large, medium, and small Chapters.
Subject matter experts in recruiting,
retention and growing an association
will be welcome and encouraged to
be a part of the ART. The ART Team
Leader is expected to recruit/retain
members and provide them purpose,
guidance, direction, and inspiration to
meet objectives and goals. Members
shall serve an initial term of two years
as part of the ART. During their term,
in addition to their recruiting duties,
they will be expected to build a bench of
their potential replacements. Building a
bench should keep the ART filled with
new and fresh talent over time. Team
member recruitment will be included as
part of the ART Team Leader updates to
the NEC.
Authority: The ART represents and
exists under the authority of the NEC.

AGCRA Award Winners

The ART Team Leader who is also a
member of the NEC shall oversee all
operations and has the authority to keep
or remove team members as necessary.
Responsibilities: Each member is
selected to bring their experience,
expertise, passion, and energy to the
ART to grow the AGCRA. Members
will use the AGCRA Strategic Plan
as a base document for planning and
execution. The Team Leader shall
provide monthly updates via email, etc.
to the NEC.
Platform: The ART will need a
platform from which to work to
have any success. In building this
platform, it should include products/
services the AGCRA provides to
current and potential members. Our

strongest and most enduring products/
services are the awards and scholarship
programs. The ART should find TTPs
to use these products/services as force
multipliers. Networking is a process
the AGCRA is renowned for. The ART
will be expected to work closely with
the NEC VPs, for Publications and
Information Technology and Strategic
Communications to gain maximum
benefit in promoting all avenues of
communications and networking such as
promoting unit reunions, celebrations,
etc.
Authority: Meetings will be conducted
primarily at the discretion of the Team
Leader.
NOTE: The AGCRA Recruiting Team (ART)
Charter was approved by the AGCRA National
Executive Council on 2 November 2021.
1775 | Spring 2022
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AGCRA Public Relations Team (APRT)
By COL (Ret) Robert L. Manning
President, AGCRA

AGCRA Public Relations Team Concept

Issue: Change the NEC VP, Publications
title from VP, Publications to VP, Public
Relations to depict responsibilities
more accurately in a changing AGCRA
environment and to reflect increasing
responsibilities consistent with the
AGCRA Strategic Plan.

Discussion:
1.
The VP, Publications is singularly
responsible for the 1775 magazine. In
recent years, the 1775 was scaled back
from three printed editions per year to one
printed edition and what was supposed to
be two electronic editions; the changes
were primarily driven by cost savings.
Going back to three printed editions per
12

year would increase AGCRA exposure
and help to promote the AGCRA brand
with our membership.
2.
In an everchanging cultural
environment in which social media apps/
outlets serve as major vehicles for change,
a firm commitment by the AGCRA to
these outlets as well as other means of
collecting and disbursing information is
needed.
3.
If approved, then a team
concept like the recently approved
AGCRA Recruiting Team (ART) would
be employed under the direction and
supervision of the VP with the new title of
VP, Public Relations.
4.
Duties and responsibilities
of the team will include monitoring
social media apps/outlets; keeping up
with technological changes; tracking
membership involvement; creating media
lists (bloggers, influencers, etc.); pitching
ideas through media lists to broader
audiences; conducting interviews with
key AG leaders and members; conducting
focus groups and surveys; building
relationships with individuals and/or
groups with social media platforms;
writing articles; soliciting input for 1775
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and the AGCRA website; submitting
reports as required to share with the
NEC, AGCRA membership, and the
AG Corps; monitoring ceremonies and
events to publicize individual and group
achievements and activities on the various
publication outlets; and coordinating and
collaborating with all NEC leaders.

Recommendation: That the NEC approve
the title change for the VP, Publications.
Also, that the NEC approve the concept
for an AGCRA Public Relations Team
to support the VP, Public Relations as
laid out in the proposed AGCRA Public
Relations Team (APRT) Charter. Lastly,
that the NEC approve moving forward
with three printed editions of 1775 per
year, a timeline and implementation plan
for a three edition 1775 will be presented
to the NEC for approval by the VP, Public
Relations.

AGCRA Public Relations Team (APRT) Charter
Purpose: The purpose of the APRT
is to serve as an executing arm of the
National Executive Council (NEC).
The APRT will be responsible for
managing the image of the AGCRA by
developing 21st Century strategies to
increase brand awareness to grow and
strengthen the AGCRA and support the
goals of the AGCRA Strategic Plan, but
specifically Goals 3 and 5. The APRT
should develop practices and procedures
to meet the metrics of the five goals of
the AGCRA Strategic Plan.

Membership: The APRT will consist
of no more than 5-7 members. The
NEC VP, Public Relations shall serve
as the APRT Team Leader.
The
remaining members shall be selected
based upon their desire to actively
promote the AGCRA. Subject matter
experts in social media, writing,
reporting, event coverage, relationship
building, interviewing, and growing
an Association will be welcome and
encouraged to be a part of the APRT.
The APRT Team Leader is expected
to recruit/retain members and provide
them purpose, guidance, direction, and
inspiration to meet objectives and goals.
Members shall serve an initial term of
two years as part of the APRT. During
their term, in addition to their assigned
duties, they will be expected to build a
bench of their potential replacements.
Building a bench should keep the APRT
filled with new and fresh talent over
time. Team member recruitment and
retention will be included as part of the
APRT Team Leader updates to the NEC.

APRT Goals follow:
• Team should Target Band, Recruiters,
and Career Counselor populations not
just HR.
• For HR, we should target the
Civilians across all installations that
work in this field.
• Develop hashtags to help trend
messaging across platforms.
• Share the impact of the AGCRA
Chapters in their communities.
• Develop a Social Media guideline
and policy for the APRT that Chapters
will need to follow.
• Conduct syncs with Chapter
representatives on upcoming campaigns,
messaging. We should all speak the
same message.
Authority: The APRT exists under
the authority of the NEC. The APRT
Team Leader who is also a member of
the NEC shall oversee all operations and
has the authority to keep or remove team
members as necessary.
Responsibilities: Each member is
selected to bring their experience,
expertise, passion, and energy to the

APRT to strengthen the AGCRA.
Members will use the AGCRA Strategic
Plan as a base document for planning
and execution. The Team Leader shall
provide monthly updates via email, etc.,
to the NEC. The APRT should receive
a form of counseling on their duties and
responsibilities.

AGCRA.com and
Members.AGCRA.com
as their platforms from which to work
and create success. These Association
websites should 1) be consolidated, if
possible, 2) include products/services
the AGCRA provides to current and
potential members, and 3) be connected
to other AGCRA social media accounts
(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc.).
The APRT shall execute the following:
monitor social media apps/outlets; keep
up with technological changes; track
membership involvement; create media
lists (bloggers, influencers, etc.); pitch
ideas through media lists to broader
audiences; conduct interviews with key
AG leaders and members; conduct focus
groups and surveys; build relationships
with individuals and/or groups with
social media platforms; write articles
and solicit input for 1775 and the
AGCRA website; submit reports as
required to share with the AGCRA and
the AG Corps; monitor ceremonies and
events to publicize individual and group
achievements/activities on the various
publication outlets; and coordinate with
all NEC leaders. The APRT should find
TTPs to use these products/services
as force multipliers. Networking is
a process the AGCRA is renowned
for, the APRT will be expected to
gain maximum benefit in promoting
networking opportunities utilizing all
avenues of media and communications.
Meetings: Meetings will be conducted
primarily at the discretion of the Team
Leader.
NOTE: The AGCRA Public Relations Team
(APRT) Charter was approved by the AGCRA
National Executive Council on 3 March 2022.

Platform: The APRT will initially use

Proposed Organization of the APRT

VP, Public Relations
1775, two personnel (includes writing and presentations)
Social Media, two personnel (Facebook, Instagram, Linkedin, Twitter, etc.; assists with 1775)
Reports and Events, two personnel (assists with 1775)
Other at the discretion of the VP, Public Relations
1775 | Spring 2022
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Awards Criteria Change for the
Horatio Gates Gold and Bronze Medals
By LTC (Ret) Becky Siu, Senior VP,
and Mr. Bennie Evans, VP, Awards, AGCRA NEC

E

ffective

Achievement or Horatio Gates Award,

2) Have been previously awarded a

and;

Horatio Gates Gold Medal, and;

Council (NEC) approved and updated

3) The Gates Bronze Medal can only

the awards procedures and eligibility

3) The Member’s nomination must be

be awarded twice.

AGCRA

1 April
National

2022,

the

Executive

requirements for the Horatio Gates
Bronze and Gold Medals. The NEC’s
intent is to provide clearer guidance
to AGCRA members and supporting
Chapters

during

the

nomination,

endorsement, and submission process
of these two awards.

The first change for the Gates Bronze
and Gold Medals is the NEC VP,

Gates Gold Medal, and;
Changes for the Horatio Gates Gold
Medal are as follows:
1) Have been previously awarded the
Horatio Gates Bronze Medal, and;
2) The Member’s nomination must

that does not meet the minimum

3) AGCRA Members may not receive
the Horatio Gates Gold Medal more
than twice.

additional requirements listed below:

this award must have been an AGCRA
Member (as of the date of the award
nomination) for a minimum of 1-year

Changes for the AGCRA Lifetime
Gates Gold Medal (also known as the
2nd Gates Gold Medal) will have the
additional requirements listed below:

active membership, and;

1) Have served as a member on a local

2) AGCRA Members must have at

AGCRA Chapter or on the National

least 12 months from receiving a

Executive Council, and;

previous COL Robert L. Manning
14

Senior Vice President (SeniorVP@
agcra.com).

and;

1) AGCRA Members nominated for

AGCRA NEC points of contact are the

previous COL Robert L. Manning

for any Gates award recommendation

Gates Bronze Medal will have the

be awarded once.

agcra.com) and VP, Awards (Awards@

Achievement or Horatio Gates Award,

The next change is that the Horatio

4) The Lifetime Gold Medal may only

be at least 2 years from receiving a

Awards now has disapproval authority

requirements as prescribed below.

at least 5 years from the last Horatio
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Anne Arundel Chapter
By SGM DeMickel McGrigg

T
at

his past fall 2021, the Anne

responsibilities, and structure

Curd, and SFC Rosie Rivera,

Arundel Chapter, located

of the TAG, its directorates, and

all received the Horatio Gates

Fort

how they provide support for the

Bronze Medals for continuous

Total Army mission.

work they do on the Chapter’s

Meade,

Maryland

had a very aggressive fall
events schedule.

Despite the

Executive Council. Additionally,

challenges with gathering while

Later that evening, the Chapter

SGM DeMickel McGrigg was

still battling the negative effects

hosted

Masquerade

presented with a plaque from the

of COVID-19, the Chapter

Ball.

This was conducted at

Chapter’s Executive Council for

executed and hosted myriad

the Club Meade and again

events. These events consisted

included BG Rampy, serving

of the first AG Masquerade Ball,

as the Guest Speaker.

The

The Chapter finished the year

the AG Town Hall, a Coat Drive,

Army G-1 SGM, SGM Mark

by partnering with My Sister’s

and a Christmas Gift giveaway

Clark, along with others also

Place

to two less fortunate junior

attended the Chapter’s first AG

Baltimore by providing slightly

Soldiers and their Family who

Ball.

The evening was filled

used coats and clothing for the

are currently assigned to Fort

with excitement as Soldiers and

needy. The Chapter also donated

Meade.

Civilians were recognized for

a $100 gift card to two deserving

their hard work and dedication

Soldiers and their Family for a

On 18 October 2021, the

within the Chapter. SFC (Ret)

better Christmas. Both Soldiers

Chapter hosted an AG Town

Markeetta Crutchfield and Mr.

expressed their appreciation.

Hall at the Cavalry Chapel

Ronald Diak were recognized

on Fort Meade.

The guest

with plaques for their work and

speakers were the 62nd Adjutant

contributions working over the

General, BG Hope Rampy and

years to include keeping an AG

The Adjutant General SGM,

Chapter presence within the

SGM Jon Williams. The TAG

Fort Meade Community. SFC

team

(Ret) Crutchfield, MSG Frances

discussed

the

roles,

an AG

his term as Chapter President.

Women’s

Shelter
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AGCRA Gold Vault Chapter (GVC)
Wraps Up a Successful AG Week with
a Kentucky Derby Themed Ball

F

ORT KNOX, KY (May 7, 2021) –
AGCRA Gold Vault Chapter hosted
their annual AG Week with a variety
of fun-filled, educational, and physical
activities that included a patriotic themed
fun-run, leader professional development
sessions, a meaningful visit from CombatWounded Veterans, golf scramble, and
ended with a Kentucky Derby-themed ball
from May 3-7, 2021.
The week started off on Monday, May 3rd,
with a patriotic fun 2-mile run/1-mile walk
with prizes for most patriotic costume and
best dressed pet. Although the weather
didn’t look too promising at the time, it
didn’t stop a great turn out and a good
time. AGCRA GVC showed its love
for America and the Adjutant General’s
Corps with members dressed in their most
patriotic outfits, passing along the 3’x5’
AG flag as they ran. Even though there
could only be one winner in the costume
contest, we all left as winners by starting
out our AG week with a patriotic bang!
On May 4th, we stepped our AG game
up by having professional leadership
development sessions with “State of
the AG Corps - HR Credentialing and
Training with Industry” hosted by COL
Marcus Motley, Commandant of the
Adjutant General School, followed by a
Warrant Officer Recruiting Brief by CW3
Perkins (visiting from Fort Campbell).
By mid-week, AGCRA GV, Fort Knox
units, Families and the community was

16

honored and humbled to hear amazing
stories of resilience, strength, and courage
from Combat-Wounded Veterans with our
hosted event with Feherty’s Troops First
Foundation. Medal of Honor recipient
MSG (Ret) Leroy Petry, MSG (Ret) Chris
Corbin, CPL (Ret) Matthew Bradford,
USMC, and SGT (Ret) Brendon Marrocco
shared their stories and experiences of
strength and fortitude. CSM (Ret) Thomas
Capel and CSM (Ret) David Clark,
Troops First Foundation chaired the panel.
One of the initiatives of the Troops First
Foundation is their Operation Warrior
Call, which is a proactive approach to
suicide prevention by making a weekly
pledge to check up on our battle buddies.
This powerful message inspired us to do
more, be more, and forever be grateful for
the sacrifices of our wounded warriors.
By Thursday, May 6th, the AG Family
was ready to dust off their golf clubs
and stake their claim at the 10th annual
AGCRA GVC Golf Scramble at the
beautiful Lindsey Golf Course on Fort
Knox. Bourbon, bourbon barrel tops,
and a chance to win a new car were some
of the prizes to be claimed at our annual
event. We awarded prizes to the 1st, 3rd,
5th, 7th, 9th and last teams, and most
players departed with a ‘door-prize’ item
donated by our amazing sponsors. It was
a great day and way to raise funds for the
Gold Vault Chapter Scholarship Fund.
This year we donated $3K and next year
we’ll have $5K available for students to
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compete for.
GVC kept the momentum going by
finishing an amazing, fun-filled actionpacked week with our 2021 AGCRA
GVC Derby-themed ball at the historical
Galt House Hotel in Louisville, KY. COL
McGregor (GVC President) was the
host to this amazing evening. Over 300
guests were all decked out in their best
Kentucky derby dresses, seersucker suits
accessorized with the perfect Derby hats,
fascinators, and fedoras. HRC’s Deputy
Commanding General, and Director
of the Reserve Personnel Management
Directorate, BG Kris Belanger, and the
Adjutant General, BG Hope Rampy, were
some of the special guests in attendance.
MG Calloway, HRC’s Commanding
General, was our guest speaker and shared
the short story of ‘The Lessons of a Lucky
Bird’ with a lively audience. Our door
prize raffle added to the excitement with
derby-themed gift baskets and giveaways
to several lucky winners. Additionally,
scholarships were awarded to Ms. Tnyssa
Buissereth, Ms. Christianna Bohn, and
Mr. Emmanuel Haynes. We also presented
numerous AGCRA awards to deserving
Chapter members.
The theme of the AGCRA GVC Ball was
“Everyone should have a hobby….ours is
winning,” and it was a perfect way to end
a perfect week because we all left with a
winning “AG All the Way” attitude.

Winning Chapters of the FY 2020 Chapter
Recognition Program
By COL (Ret) Steve Shappell,
VP, History, AGCRA NEC
Editor’s Note - 1775 is covering down on Association announcements made since the publication of the previous 1775 Fall 2020
edition

T

he
FY
2020
Chapter
Recognition Program covered
Chapter activities from 1 October
2019 through 30 September 2020.
FY 2020 is the fifth year of this
program. The success of this
program during the COVID-19
pandemic
demonstrates
the
continued importance of AGCRA
Chapters to our membership, and

the importance of capturing our
organization’s history.
The FY 2020 Chapter of the Year
in the Large Chapter category was
the National Capital Region-based
Potomac Chapter.
This is the second time in the
program’s history that the Potomac
Chapter has won this honor, having
been named large category Chapter
of the Year for the FY 2017 program
as well. The Runner-up Chapter

of the Year in the Large Chapter
category was the Fort Knox-based
Gold Vault Chapter.

The FY 2021 Chapter Recognition
Program will cover Chapter
activities from 1 October 2020
through 30 September 2021; a call
for submissions will be sent out in
a subsequent email.

In the Small Chapter category, the
FY 2020 Chapter of the Year, for
the fifth consecutive
year, was Redstone
Arsenal’s
Rocket
City Chapter.
The
Runner-up
Chapter of the Year
in the Small Chapter
category was the Mediterranean
Chapter. This is the
Mediterranean Chapter’s
first time to be recognized
by this program.
The Chapters of the Year
in each category will
each receive an award of
$1,000 from the AGCRA
NEC. The runners up in
each category will each
receive an award of $750.
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AGCRA Virtual Race #4
By CW5 (Ret) Dave Betancourt

H

eads up AG athletes! The next
AGCRA Virtual Race #4 will be
conducted 1 September 2022 through 30
November 2022. POC is CW5 (Ret) Dave
Betancourt, david.g.betancourt@gmail.
com, (913) 683-3896.
This year’s theme for the AGCRA Virtual
Race is “We Are AG!” An opportunity to
exalt the great contributions our AG Corps
does day-in and day-out in support of the
Army Family. This goes beyond just an
Army HR focused concept.
First, when the race begins in September
of 2022, AGCRA will receive 100% of the
proceeds from all the sales for the month
of September. Once October hits, AGCRA

18

will receive 10%. So we need all AGCRA
chapters to reach out every Soldier, DA
Civilian, Family member, Retirees, and
even non-AG folks, to participate and sign
up early.
Second, we have added a one-mile option
for those that are not sure if they can
manage a higher mileage to receive the
race medal. So, the trigger to getting your
medal is completing just one mile!
Third, the back of the medal has three small
icons to give credit to our Postal, Human
Resources Administration/Management,
and Army Band elements that make up our
Corps. Regardless of our AG line of work,
at the end of the day our customers always
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come first. Their peace of mind rests in
our hands through our relentless effort to
provide those tools and services that bring
a smile to their face. Whether we answer
the call for Leaders, Soldiers, Family
members or dependents, we don’t stop
until the mission is completed. We sing to
them, we deliver cookies to our Soldiers
in harm’s way, we keep their records
like if they were our own to make them
competitive for assignments, promotions,
recognition, or the pleasure of knowing
that their new child is now covered by
our DoD benefits system, “We Are AG!”
We are also that force that is always there,
never hesitant, creating opportunities for
an Army that is always in motion. So,

what better way to fund raise for AGCRA
and celebrate everything that we are, than
to recognize that in the end, and in every
beginning: “We Are AG!”
Finally, this year’s Virtual Run: Participants
will qualify for the AGCRA Medal if they

successfully complete from 1 to up to 32
miles! It’s that simple! This race is not to
test anyone’s stamina or ability to run long
distances, but to bring everyone together
under one common theme. Walk, run, or
crawl… if you can do one mile, then you

can do this challenge. We have the basic
run plus three challenges for those who
are competitive in nature (see the details
below).
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AGCRA Awardees
1.

4.

2.

3.
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1.

LTC (Ret) James J. Galluzzo (left) receives the AGCRA Horatio Gates Gold
Medal from COL (Ret) Robert L. Manning, AGCRA President. LTC (Ret)
Galluzzo has served many years of consummate service at the AGCRA
national level in strategic communications and IT leading to new AGCRA
websites and other IT initiatives.

2.

SSG (Ret) Barbara Bishop (left) receives the AGCRA Horatio Gates Gold
Medal from COL (Ret) Robert L. Manning, AGCRA President. SSG (Ret)
Bishop dedicated many years of exemplary service at the AGCRA national
level handling thousands of requests for AGCRA items while managing
AGCRA’s Sutler Store. She also assisted with AGCRA awards processing for
all awards requested by the AG School at Fort Jackson, SC.

3.

CSM (Ret) Teresa Meagher (right) receives the AGCRA Robert L. Manning
Medal from COL (Ret) Robert L. Manning, AGCRA President. CSM (Ret)
Meagher provided many years of faithful service at the AGCRA national level
managing the sales and distribution of the AG Corps print and service as the
NEC Secretary; this was the only AGCRA award she had not received during
her long Army and AGCRA service.

4.

AGCRA awardees (from left) CSM (Ret) Teresa Meagher, Secretary for the
AGCRA National Executive Council (NEC); LTC (Ret) James J. Galluzzo,
VP, IT & Strategic Communications for the AGCRA NEC; SSG (Ret) Barbara
Bishop, VP, Sales & Marketing for the AGCRA NEC; and COL (Ret) Robert
L. Manning, AGCRA President.
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AGCRA Award Winners
1 Aug 2020 – 28 Feb 2022

HORATIO GATES GOLD
MG Joseph Calloway
BG Thomas Edwards
BG Twanda Young
COL Terry Brannan
COL Alan Kellogg
COL Angle Liberg
COL Jeffery Lucas
COL (Ret) Louis Henkel
COL (Ret) Steven Shappell
LTC Angie Chipman
LTC Naquava Glen
LTC (Ret) Paul Dwiggans
LTC (Ret) James Galluzzo
LTC (Ret) Dave Smoot
LTC (Ret) Troy Worch
LTC (Ret) Becky Siu
MAJ Kenneth Reyes
CW5 Roddrick Tumlin
CW5 (Ret) Coral Jones
CW4 Steven Delgado
CW4 Charmaine Hillard
CW4 Raymond Rijkse
CW3 Alexander Pinckney
CW3 Nathalie Wolfe
CSM Robert Atkinson
CSM Lynice Thorpe-Noel
SGM Kenneth Jackson
SGM Ira Russey
SGM (Ret) John Fisher
SGM (Ret) LZ Harrison
1SG David Little
MSG Kenneth Berry
MSG Benjamin Ringman
SFC Sam Block
SSG Kendall McGrew
SSG (Ret) Barb Bishop
Mr. Makeba Dickerson
Mr. Bennie Evans
Mrs. Wilziane Buissereth
Mrs. Sharon Henkel
Ms. Linda Wilson

HORATIO GATES BRONZE
LTC Christopher Brown
LTC Christopher Diedrich
LTC Yolanda Gore
LTC Travis Hill
LTC John Nelson
LTC Jovon Perry
LTC Leslie Stonehocker
LTC Shyller Warner
LTC April Wharton
MAJ Jason Behler
MAJ Kristina Clark
MAJ Jason Decker
MAJ Jerome Figgs
MAJ Williams Friedline
MAJ Allison Gould
MAJ Kody Hernandez
MAJ Lonnie Hill
MAJ Kara McNeil
MAJ Robbie Wilson
CPT Logan Bridgeford
CPT Nadine Bridgeford
CPT Patrick Davis
CPT Renae Hagood
CPT Adrienne Halland
CPT Lauren Hughes-Leslie
CPT Mylene Lyons
CPT Krystal Merchan
CPT Steven Moon
CPT Margarita Quintana
CPT Tiara Tompkin-Bradley
CPT Johnny White
1LT Lucille Givens
1LT Reanna Klanseck
1LT Devin Wiesner
CW4 Toloa Aliki
CW4 Andrea Ebanks-Joyner
CW4 Jeffrey Henson
CW4 Robert Wolfe
CW3 Aldo CastroSantos
CW3 Chae Ho
CW3 Eduardo Pagan
CW3 Ashanti Stewart
CW3 Stephanie Weber
CW3 Shawn Whittaker
CW2 Deaundra Alkattan
CW2 Marcus Harvey
CW2 Christopher Sutton
W01 Dustion Doyal
CSM Timothy Banks

CSM Brian Sanders
SGM Calvin Foster
SGM Matthew Krenz
SGM Jodi Melby
SGM Catherine Murillo
SGM Scott Spigelmyer
SGM Vanessa Sun
1SG Paula De La Rosa
MSG Frances Curd
MSG Bruce Moore
MSG Rene Ozuna
MSG Patricia Pierson
MSG Melanie Williams
MSG Shannon Wyatt
MSG Nathan Wyatt
SFC Alyson Berry
SFC Samantha Block
SFC Bradley Cook
SFC Markeeta Crutchfield
SFC John Gayle
SFC Anthony Hernandez
SFC Maria Hernandez
SFC Brandy JacksonFrazer
SFC Shtina Love
SFC Cynthia Ramos
SFC Rodie Rivera
SFC Laura Rodgers
SFC Antoinette Walker
SSG Samantha Bonds
SSG Stranata Lindsey
SSG Wendell McKenzie
SSG Dacquarius Payne
Mr. Jeffrey Hinkle
Ms. Linda Wright

COL ROBERT L. MANNING
ACHIEVEMENT MEDAL
LTG Gary Brito
COL Troy Alexander
COL James Greg Clark
COL Angle Liberg
COL Wilkem Molifulleda
COL (Ret) Michael Hauser
COL (Ret) John Potts
LTC Shaalim David
LTC Leslie Desander
LTC Latika Dixon
LTC Marcus Franzen
LTC Naquava Glenn

LTC Patrick Lanier
LTC Donald Smith
LTC Sharon Williams
LTC Brent Williams
MAJ F. LeRoy Adams
MAJ Estela Barrios
MAJ Shawn Bernier
MAJ David Cortez
MAJ Linda Dudley
MAJ Michael Franson
MAJ William Furniss
MAJ Allison Gould
MAJ Geoffrey Guinnup
MAJ Kristen Hitter
MAJ John Hurd
MAJ Crystal Irving
MAJ George Johnson
MAJ Andrea Kaman
MAJ Kyle Luoma
MAJ Darrell Lusardi
MAJ Kimberly Maus
MAJ Jon Noga
MAJ Linda Platt
MAJ Manuel Reyes
MAJ Maria Rinaldi
MAJ Steven Spiker
MAJ Jimmy Stewart
MAJ Franklin Sturghill
MAJ Kieth Thierry
MAJ Gisela Velazquez
MAJ Estela Velazquez
MAJ Gregg VerHoef
MAJ Tyson Walsh
MAJ Dawn Wandemberg
MAJ Eric Williams
MAJ Chiara Turcato
MAJ Bradford Whiting
CPT Adam Barnes
CPT Stephanie Batchelder
CPT Leo Bolock
CPT Tiffany Bonham
CPT Kathy Borgardt
CPT Roy Brown
CPT Charles Brownell
CPT Michael Buckley
CPT Bong Chi
CPT Wilbert Collins
CPT Victoria Cowan
CPT Antonette Curry
CPT William Delorme
CPT Kenisa Dokes
CPT Matthew Eller
CPT Andrea Fasel
CPT Robert Gartner
CPT Thomas Geddings
CPT Benjamin Grice
CPT Keaurora Grigsby
CPT Angelica Gurley
CPT Lloyd Hancock
CPT Jenifer Hulse
CPT Donald Knight
1775 | Spring 2022
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COL ROBERT L. MANNING
ACHIEVEMENT MEDAL
(Cont.)
CPT Henry Leonguerrero
CPT Victor LU
CPT Robert Madden
CPT Cristian Maris
CPT Shawn McKillip
CPT Steven Moon
CPT Brittany Myatt
CPT Sarah Newsome
CPT Edmundo Nicolas
CPT Krystal Onyema
CPT Felicia Pack
CPT Paullyna Person
CPT Damian Pierce
CPT Eduardo Ramirez
CPT Daniel Raymond
CPT Coleen Rezabek
CPT Steven Rookwood
CPT Christopher Rosado
CPT Grace Ryan
CPT Cindy Sakalauski
CPT Kyle Schoorl
CPT Tanisha Smith
CPT Delrisha Spann
CPT Adrin Taylor
CPT Joshua Tetreault
CPT Lucas Tousignant-Home
CPT Gecorey Turner
CPT Lucy Warren
CPT Johnny White
CPT Lindsay Widdicombe
CPT Jason Williams
CPT Weston Williams
CPT Tinothy Yu
1LT Darby Adams
1LT Cara Belcher
1LT Samantha Buffey
1LT Tamera Cain
1LT Zoey Clyde
1LT Richard Cupoli
1LT Devin Dawson
1LT Dontae Dixon
1LT Ashley Figueroa
1LT Genesis Hernandez
1LT Andrew Martin
1LT Amber Matchett
1LT Paola Mbula
1LT Joshua Miller
1LT Alysa Nantarojanaporn
1LT Jennifer O’Meire
1LT Danielle Ontivero
1LT Ranes Riopedre
1LT Nastassia Smith
1LT Melissa Smith
1LT Brittany Smith
1LT Darnell Spence
1LT Brooke Stephens
1LT Savannah Stevenson
1LT Alex Swonger
1LT Luisa Uribe
1LT Aireal Williams
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1LT Leanna Buford
2LT Renee Banks
2LT Beiling Liu
2LT Yvonne RedusPaz
CW5 William Erickson
CW4 Francisco Alonso
CW4 Richard Brusik
CW4 Angeline Jepsen
CW4 Ralph Stitt
CW4 Jason Tobias
CW3 Trent Armstrong
CW3 James Bradshaw
CW3 Julia Cannon
CW3 Dong Lee
CW3 Anthony Moody
CW3 Latisha Mosby
CW3 Natalya Munn
CW3 Rocky Sampson
CW2 Ricardo Aguillon
CW2 Creistina Ayala
CW2 Brittany Baker
CW2 Jessica Barber
CW2 Moon Bouhan
CW2 Geri Brown
CW2 Michael Brown
CW2 April Head
CW2 Brandie Jackson
CW2 John Lesui
CW2 Brandon McLaurin
CW2 Kelly Mitchell
CW2 Edward Pelzer
CW2 Heather Simmons
CW2 Juana Trujillo
WO1 Esan Robinson
CSM Donald Gallagher
CSM Will Langes
SGM Mark Biggins
SGM Darla Bumgardner
SGM Marshall Dykes
SGM DeMickel McGrigg
SGM Sean McSherry
SGM Wharton Murillo
SGM Javier Solivanrodriguez
1SG Robert Boynton
1SG Brandon Redding
1SG Juana Sauceda
MSG Huch Kweku Aikins,
MSG Daniel Brown
MSG Eric Butcher
MSG Alicia Chiguina
MSG Jonquiel Coffie
MSG Alu Hall
MSG Michael Hilson
MSG Lakida Huery
MSG Jason Junot
MSG Cliff Klaye
MSG Charles Kouri
MSG Louis May
MSG Quintana Mitchell
MSG Immacula Pierre
MSG Araseli Pineda
MSG Gordon Reid
MSG Vyacheslav Ribalnik
MSG Alejandro Rodriquez
MSG William Schaffhauser
MSG Kevin Thomas
SFC Shawn Atkinson
SFC Janeen Barkley
SFC Rosalyn Bennett
SFC Chaqueena Bennett
SFC Francisco Berrioscastro
SFC Ernesto Bojorquez

SFC Clinton Brown
SFC Marcelino Cisneros
SFC David Clark
SFC Joel Cohen
SFC Ketsida Copes
SFC Liz Crespo
SFC Juana Fabian
SFC Ashely Flores
SFC Keyla Flores-Williams
SFC Kendra Ford
SFC Christopher Foster
SFC Clifford Gabriel
SFC Marsha Galloway
SFC David Gotts
SFC Joshua Gravett
SFC Jeremy Harrell
SFC Alicia Harris
SFC Rebecca Hernandez
SFC Rachel Howell
SFC Julie Hughes
SFC Lashunda Hutchinson
SFC Demon Jones
SFC William Jones
SFC Jevon Joyner
SFC Kimberly Lewis
SFC Ashley Lowery
SFC Angel Lozano
SFC Brian Manahl
SFC Brenda Martin
SFC Jill McGough
SFC David Minder
SFC Marcos Minte
SFC Jeffrey Moore
SFC Joel Murray
SFC Juan Negron
SFC Jordan Nelson
SFC Lakeya Oliver
SFC Edward Palmer
SFC Candice Pepple
SFC Trameka Persaud
SFC Jon Petty
SFC Denise Porter
SFC Rolando Prado
SFC Anthony Richardson
SFC Daniels Rivera Medina
SFC Kathryn Robinson
SFC April Rylander
SFC Adrian Sanchez
SFC Bryson Scott
SFC Carlos Serrano
SFC Lakisha Smith
SFC Kevin Standring
SFC Shakayla Taylor
SFC Kimberly Thomas
SFC Rashied Tolson
SFC Techeenia Wallace
SFC Dorothy Washington
SFC Christopher Youell
SFC Michael Zadio
SFC Cynthia Hammons
SFC Linda Molsey
SFC LeMesha Rogers
SFC Timothy Turner
SSG Desarae Adams
SSG Paige Bachellor
SSG Dieudonne Bascombe
SSG David L. Blissett
SSG Victoria Boscardin
SSG Shameka Britt
SSG Lourdes Brown
SSG Tracey Bryant
SSG Necole Cary
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SSG Derrick Collins
SSG Andre Davis
SSG Joel Diaz
SSG Brodderycc DuVernay
SSG Rachael Foster
SSG Deon Gibson
SSG Venessa Green
SSG Deandrea Hall
SSG Jessica Hargis
SSG Scott Harper
SSG Tara Haywood
SSG Maria Herbin
SSG Cooley Ingram
SSG Vantayshia Jones
SSG Akeema Jones-Greene
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SSG Lansana Kallon
SSG Monique Lambo
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SSG Dynna Melvin
SSG Sharell Mims
SSG Natalie Morgan
SSG Dillon Murray
SSG Crystal Ngoma
SSG Lewis Nicholson
SSG James No
SSG Taylor Nye
SSG Sequoia Payne
SSG Felicia Rapan
SSG Adam Raphael
SSG Tiffany Reed
SSG Jose Rivera
SSG Brian Santana
SSG Erich Schmitt
SSG Nicholas Shelley
SSG Tami Shriver
SSG Edwin Smith
SSG Briana Stone
SSG Austen Sullivan
SSG Adan Tagle
SSG Tiffany Tylutke
SSG Dwight Williams
SSG Katie Rios
SSG Phillip Toole
SGT Humberto Adame
SGT Andi Aguayo
SGT Ruben Barajas
SGT Robert Blackwell
SGT Kywaski Braswell
SGT D’Andre Brown
SGT Raena Bulusan
SGT Jaaron Caardona
SGT Kalissa Caesar
SGT Bianca Cardenas
SGT Ceasar Cato
SGT Tavares Chestang
SGT Kevin Coleman
SGT Maurice Dorsey
SGT Shyller Elusma
SGT John Fitzgerald
SGT Kaitlyn Gonzales
SGT Alana Harold
SGT Adam Heid
SGT Darion Henry
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SGT Raishaun Jones
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SGT Digna Luke
SGT Maria MarierCamarena
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SPC Cheyenne Rowand
SPC Kelly Sanchez
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SPC Jeffrey Tamayo
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SPC Jonah Walsh
SPC Myron Prescott
PFC Raquel Godinez
PFC Audry Hernandez
PFC Megan Jaramilla
PFC Ryan Jetton
PFC Christian Kirksey
PFC Edmarialys Rodriguez-Velazq
PFC Kenneth Rosa-Soto
PFC Cynthia Rudisell
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PFC Cornisha Simmons
PFC Herlen Yeomans
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Items for Sale in the Sutler Store
Adjutant General’s Corps Regimental Association (AGCRA)
P. O. Box 10026
Fort Jackson, South Carolina 29207-0026
www.agcra.com
POC: Barbara Bishop
Email: bann214@gmail.com
Phone: 803-609-5147

SUTLER STORE PRICE LIST
Home & Office
AG Corps Gift Bag w/ Tissue Paper – Navy (8” x 10” or 10” x 13”)

$ 5.00 x ___

Computer Mousepad w/ Logo – Round (AG Corps or Army Band)

$ 5.00 x ___

Executive Padfolio, Zippered w/ Debossed Logo – (Blue / Black)

$20.00 x ___

Junior Padfolio w/ Debossed Logo – (Black)

$10.00 x ___

Laser Pointer w/ AG Corps Engraving – (Black w/ Green Light)

$38.00 x ___

Newhall Street Pen w/ Gift Presentation Box – (Silver)

$15.00 x ___

Note Card, AG Corps w/ Envelope

$ 1.00 x ___

Note Card, SSI w/ Envelope

$ 1.00 x ___

Pen, Ballpoint (Red)

$ 5.00 x ___

Pen, Rollerball (Blue and Silver)

$ 8.00 x ___

Pen Refills, Rollerball

$ 1.00 x ___

Post-it Notes w/ Logo, Sky Blue – 25 Sheets (Small - 3” x 2 3/4”)

$ 1.00 x ___

Post-it Notes w/ Logo, Sky Blue – 25 Sheets (Small - 3” x 4”)

$ 1.50 x ___

Post-it Notes w/ Logo, Sky Blue – 25 Sheets (Large - 4” x 6”)

$ 2.00 x ___

Stylus Pen - (Red or Blue)

$ 5.00 x ___

Novelties & Collectibles
AG Corps Afghan (Blanket) 50” x 60”

$35.00 x ___

AG Corps Car Magnet

$ 5.00 x ___

AG Corps Coin

$ 7.50 x ___

AG Corps Lapel Pin – 3/4”

$ 2.00 x ___

AG Corps Stained Glass Shield w/ Chain, (4” x 4.5”)

$28.00 x ___

AG Corps Sticker, Regimental Crest

$ 1.00 x ___

Ceramic Mug w/ Logo – 11 oz. (Cobalt or Cream)

$ 5.00 x ___

Ceramic AG Corps Ornament

$ 5.00 x ___

Coin Rack – Wooden

$25.00 x ___

The Golf Store
AGCRA Golf Tees, 3 1/4”, (Natural or White) - 25 Count

$ 5.00 x ___

AG Golf Tee Set (Case w/ 8 tees and 2 Ball Markers) (Red or Blue)

$ 3.00 x ___

Heavyweight Golf Towel w/ Grommet & Embroidered Logo – (Navy or Red)

$10.00 x ___
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Mens Apparel
AAG Corps Cuff Links

$10.00 x ___

AG Corps Necktie

$20.00 x ___

AG Corps Bowtie (Blue or Black)
AG Corps Tie Tac

$ 2.00 x ___

Combo Set (AG Corps Necktie or Bowtie, Cuff Links, Tie Tac, and

$29.00 x ___

Lapel Pin-3/4”)
Men’s Cool Dry Polo w/ Logo (50% Cool Dry Polyester / 50% Polyester)

$20.00 x ___

(Navy, Red, White or Khaki) (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Men’s Cotton Polo w/ Logo (Khaki) - (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)

$20.00 x ___

Men’s Long Sleeve Solid Dress Shirt w/ Logo - (Lt or Dk Blue, Khaki)

$30.00 x ___

(MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Womens Apparel
AWomen’s Cool Dry Polo w/ Logo (50% Cool Dry Polyester / 50% Polyester)

$20.00 x ___

(Navy, Red, or White) (SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Women’s Cotton Polo w/Logo (Khaki) – (SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Women’s 3/4 Sleeve Length Solid Dress Shirt w/ Logo (White / Light Blue)

$25.00 x ___

(SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Women’s Long Sleeve Solid Dress Shirt w/ Logo (White /Med Blue)

$25.00 x ___

(SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Unisex Apparel
AAG Corps Ball Cap w/LOGO – (Navy, Red, White or Khaki)

$12.00 x ___

AG Corps Sweatpants – Navy (SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)

$15.00 x ___

AG Corps Sweatshirt – Navy (Crew or Hooded) (SM,MD, LG, XL, 2XL)

$20.00 x ___

AG Corps T-Shirt – (Navy or Red) (SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)

$10.00 x ___

NOTE - Shipping Costs are NOT included. Shipping is through USPS.
Website: www.agcra.com • POC: SSG (Ret) Barbara Bishop
Email: bann214@gmail.com • Phone: 803-609-5147
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Digital Copy of 1775 Only
New Membership Option

Y

our digital copy of 1775 is now
available online at AGCRA.com
and is in PDF format. To view the latest
issue, just log onto the AGRCA website
and get instant access to the latest issue,
plus all the previous issues. The hardcopy
magazine will only be printed and shipped
to those members who elect to receive
1775 in the traditional hardcopy format by
mail.
If you still wish to receive a hardcopy
of 1775 and are an active AGCRA
member, please email Magazine@agcra.
com and provide your Rank/Title, Full
Name, and mailing address.
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What if I did not receive the latest
1775 issue in the mail? The Association’s
National Executive Council receives this
question a lot. The answer to what gives
usually lies with the individual member
who may not have done one of the
following:
 The member doesn’t realize their
AGCRA membership expired, yet still
believes they are a member in good
standing.
 The member moved or PCS’d but
did not update their mailing data within
their membership account at Members.
AGCRA.com.
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 The member lost his or her Members.
AGCRA.com username and password and
can no longer access the Association’s
website.
What to do? Believe our battle buddy 2LT
McGillicuddy has figured it out!

SECTION II

AG School Leadership

NOTES FROM
THE CHIEF OF THE CORPS
By COL Marcus A. Motley

COL Marcus A. Motley

Greetings to all Adjutant General’s Corps
professionals and supporters, from the
Adjutant General School, and best wishes
for 2022. As Commandant and Chief of
the Corps, I am proud of everything that
we have accomplished in the past year and
the continued excellence demonstrated by
our Soldiers and Civilians, worldwide.
The achievements that have come,
despite enduring a global pandemic,
are a testament to the character and
commitment of everyone associated with
our Corps! I am reminded of Washington’s
Winter Camp at Valley Forge in the cold
December of 1777 where morale was low
and sickness was rampant. The suffering
and death caused not by British forces
faced on the battlefield, but by disease,
devastated the camp. This unseeable,

relentless enemy would have done our
Army in at its beginning if not for the
will and determination of the troops and
the fortitude of our early leaders. As
the winter turned, in February 1778, the
Baron Friedrich von Stueben arrived to
instill discipline, training and uniformity.
His purpose was to take the defeated and
disparate and create a force of singular
purpose – to fight and win!
In a similar way, as we come out of this
winter and look to 2022, I am confident
that there will be a renewal of optimism
and confidence in our Army and Corps.
We will meet the challenges we face, as
we have done in the past, and successfully
achieve our goals. We will continue
to transform our forces to be ready for
future conflicts wherever and whenever
they arise. The Adjutant General School
will provide trained and ready HR
professionals to the force and be the
proponent towards a transformational
and modern AG Corps that supports our
Army, managing its most critical resource
and most effective weapon system – its
people.
Our Proponent Training Strategy,
published in December, is a framework
for the school to support units and
assist individual AG Soldiers to remain
tactically and technical proficient in
our craft. It offers access to resources
available to the community for all training
domains. Additionally, our team has been
working with stakeholders across the

Army in conjunction with The Adjutant
General and the Army G1 to publish
an AG Corps Strategy that envisions a
path to modernization and the increased
effectiveness of our Corps. My belief
is that we are poised at a time where the
Army is focused on the multiple facets of
its people like no other time in history.
In just a few short months we will see
the latest release of our comprehensive
Integrated Personnel and Pay System for
the Army (IPPS-A). This is a watershed
moment for both our Corps and the Army
as we finally see the total integration of
all components HR data into a single
platform, subsuming multiple legacy and
aged systems. The availability of multiple
data points on individual Soldiers will
allow higher level HR analysis and talent
management.
Our HR professionals
will be called upon as the subject matter
experts to help Commanders manage
their people.
I am so excited about our future as a
Corps and what lies ahead. I encourage all
our professionals to share and collaborate
across various digital platforms and
forums, in person and through academic
writing or publications such as this.
Together we will solidify our place as
the preeminent HR experts for this great
Army and its people, past, present and
future!
Defend and Serve!
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SECTION III

Human Resources Command

Marketplace Strategy
Enabling Success for Officers and Units
Human Resources Command
Force Sustainment Division, AG Branch
AG CPT A-L Career Manager– CPT Patrick Goddeyne
AG Branch Chief / LTC Career Manager– LTC Kimberly Pringle
AG CPT M-Z Career Manager– CPT Donald Knight
Senior Human Resources Manager– Mr. Thomas Rouse
AG LT Career Manager– Ms. Lisa Robinson
AG MAJ Career Manager– LTC LeRoy Adams

G

reetings from the AG Branch at
Fort Knox! We wanted to take this
opportunity to update you on the Army
Talent Alignment Process (ATAP) by
providing best practices and insights
gleaned over several manning cycles
of ATAP execution. As Army officers,
we will all, no doubt, enter the AIM
marketplace at some point in our career,
28

and as AG Officers
serving as S-1/ G-1s, we
will manage the ATAP
for commands in the
field. Your AG Branch
Career Manager at HRC
serves as a conduit of
information for you, and
he/she has the expertise
to guide you through this
process. ATAP EXORD
241-21 governs AIM
Marketplace operations
and establishes the
formal business rules
for market execution.
Understanding
the
ATAP business rules
and developing a strategy aligned with
published Distribution Cycle timelines
will ensure your ATAP Readiness.
Phase I (Set the Conditions): This
Phase of ATAP is undoubtedly the most
crucial as it sets up two essential items:
Officers and Assignments in or out of the
Market. Officers are identified to move
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(OIM) based on a designated Year Month
Available (YMAV) date. If a change
is necessary, a DA Form 4187 YMAV
Adjustment Request signed by the first
O-6 in the officer’s chain of command
is required to adjust an officer’s YMAV,
which will move an officer in or out of a
distribution cycle. Ensure you check your
AIM messages when communication
arrives from your Career Manager. Career
Managers send OIM notifications a
few months before the next distribution
cycle. OIM notification during the Set the
Conditions phase of ATAP (Phase 1) is
your time to validate your availability to
move. This is an important step.
As you are setting the conditions for
yourself as an individual mover in the
Market, it is highly recommended that
you refresh your AIM Resume. Although
there is no “Official” way to prepare your
resume, we encourage you to focus your
efforts on self-professing Knowledge,
Skills and Behaviors (KSBs), which are
not evident or apparent from your Officer
Record Brief, and that you perform a

thorough review to ensure your resume is
written in a format that is clear, concise
and grammatically correct. Your AIM
Resume is essentially your application;
spend the time necessary and apply
intellectual rigor to make it the best
reflection of who you are and your unique
KSBs that you bring to the table.
If you are managing ATAP for your
command, this phase postures your unit
to compete for vacancies on the Mission
Essential Requirements (MER). Units
should work with their assigned account
managers to ensure requisitions are coded
correctly and ensure MER submissions
are complete and accurate. As the unit’s
manager, it is advised that you add
amplifying information such as if the
position is KD/Broadening, (the timeline
for KD if selected, etc.). KSBs are critical
as we move toward the launch of IPPS-A.
Units can go to https://www.milsuite.mil/
book/docs /DOC-1039046 on how to use
Knowledge, Skills, and Behaviors to get
the most out of the Market.
ATAP Phase II (Execute the Market):
Market Execution begins the day the
AIM Marketplace opens. Enter the
Market equipped with knowledge about
yourself, your professional timeline,
and the business rules of ATAP. Execute
the Market with strategy, outreach, and
continuous engagement. Know the ATAP
business rules.
Develop a strategy to get the jobs you
want. Are you seeking assignments
at locations that you and your Family
are interested in? Working towards
Key Development (KD) assignment
completion and file strength maturity?
Focusing on broadening your experiences
or tackling personal life goals? Dreaming
of command assignments, regardless of
location? Your strategy will vary; what
remains consistent is the benefits gained
by your outreach and communication
efforts with your Career Manager, your
sustained market engagement with the
hiring officials of the units advertising job
vacancies, and expectation management.
Before the Marketplace opens, revisit the

DA PAM 600-3 Smartbook on MilSuite.
With the speed of change in the Army,
the career timeline and milestones for AG
officers have been changing just as fast.
There have been updates in the past two
years that redefine what is considered
a KD assignment and what timeline is
required to be “KD complete”. As a
result, your peers and mentors may be
operating off of outdated information;
what was true for them may no longer be
true for you. Double-check the DA PAM
600-3 as you go into the Marketplace; the
most recent update as of the writing of
this article was in March 2021.
Once the Market Execution phase begins
in AIM, you will see the assignments
available to you and your peers; check
the unit activity column. AIM has a
popularity index column, which can prove
quite insightful; If 50 other officers have
placed that assignment in their top 10,
then you know you are fishing in a large
pond. Assignment popularity, labels, file
strength, are all reasonable considerations.
Engaging your Career Manager may help
you navigate the uncertainty you may face
in a situation like this.
Career Managers have a unique vantage
point of all aspects of the Marketplace.
Career Managers can provide valuable
general guidance to you that may help
you steer away from mistakes or towards
opportunities based on DA PAM 6003. Your career manager can see your
past performance, your professional
advantages, and strengths, and check if
EFMP services will be available at the
locations you want to compete for. Don’t
hesitate to get in touch with your Career
Manager; they are there to assist you.
Outreach to the units you have an interest
in is critical. Reach out to the BDE S-1s,
G-1s, and Commanders you want to work
for. Units will take notice of officers who
professionally and politely reach out to
inform the unit of interest. Your preference
is weighted heavily in the ATAP algorithm,
but the ATAP business rules solidify
market matches. Mutual preferencing is
the goal of many officers, but expectation

management is paramount, and honesty
remains the best policy. Be open and
candid as situations change. Preference
ALL available jobs in the Marketplace.
Doing so will enhance your chance of
landing a desired assignment for you and
your Family even if you don’t get your
first, second, or third choice. Treat the
units in your Marketplace as you would
want to be treated by them. Throughout
this entire phase, remain in contact with
units, your career manager, and monitor
your preferences.
ATAP Phase III (Clear the Market):
This phase of ATAP occurs when
the Assignment Interactive Module
(AIM) Marketplace officially closes,
and officers are slated to Marketplace
assignments. The end state of this phase
is that all Officers who participated in
the Marketplace successfully arrive
to their follow-on assignment IAW
their assignment instructions (AI), and
published orders.
Career managers (CMs) utilize the Army
Talent Alignment Algorithm (ATAA)
to slate Officers to assignments. It is
important to remember that a “match”
does not happen based on mutual
preferencing by officers and units alone.
A match occurs when career managers
run the ATAA to formally slate, and ATAP
Business Rules are applied. The ATAP
Business Rules dictate slate adjustments
to formal ATAA matches in this phase
in order to meet Army readiness
requirements and Army Senior Leader
guidance. Some examples of marketplace
corrections include Exceptional Family
Member Program (EFMP) adjustments,
Married Army Couples Program (MACP)
considerations, critical qualification
mismatches, Permanent Change of Station
(PCS) policy constraints, and emergent
requirements. During this time, your
career managers are also coordinating
with other HRC career managers, both
enlisted and officer, regarding MACP to
determine appropriate moves based on
officer slating. Assignment slating is final
and cannot modify assignments unless
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there is an EFMP, MACP, or emerging
requirement that was not previously
considered.
Once slating is complete and the final slate
is approved by the HRC Commanding
General (CG), career managers will
then be cleared to release assignment
instructions to their officers and generate
RFOs starting with the earliest report
dates first. At this time, officers can work
report date adjustments with their losing
and gaining commands. Communicating
with your career manager is critical here
throughout the process. If an officer
needs a report date adjustment, they
must communicate with their gaining and
losing command for concurrence, which
they will provide to their career manager
with an appropriate justification. Report
dates are tied to unit requirements, and
adjustments can impact gaining unit
readiness. Any adjustment beyond 15
days requires the gaining unit account
manager intervention and approval, which
is why strong justification is needed.
Additionally, if an officer is flagged and
it is not a transferrable flag, an RFO
cannot be generated for the officer until
the flag is cleared. If, for any reason, you
do become flagged, notify your career
manager and keep them updated until the
process is complete. Additionally, if an
Officer’s EFMP is expired or will expire

after the Market closes, an RFO cannot be
generated, as career managers will not be
able to validate that EFMP services will
be available at the follow-on assignment.

the field. Having a strategy to maneuver
and a coach to guide you lays a strong
foundation to build upon. Defend and
Serve!

For officers going into USAREC Company
Command, MEPS, and Cadet Command
assignments, please note that these are
Positions of Special Trust and Authority
(POSTA). POSTA screening will be
conducted to identify any derogatory
information which may be contained
within your file. These screenings can
take upwards of a month to complete, so
officers may see a delay in receiving their
RFO. All officers should exercise tactical
patience during the RFO production
window as during this time, RFOs from
all divisions of the Officer Personnel
Management Directorate (OMPD) are
being processed simultaneously, and
some RFOs may require coordination
at multiple echelons to complete; this
means that potentially depending on
circumstance, 8-12 individuals may have
to vote, to include final approval, on each
RFO in the HRC workflow, which can
number in the hundreds.
The ATAP is here to stay, and your AG
Branch Career Managers are devoted
to providing guidance and assistance
to help you navigate through it all as
individual movers, HR professionals, and
unit managers of ATAP for commands in

AG Branch Contact Information
Branch Chief and LTC
Career Manager
Senior Human Resources
Manager
MAJ Career Manager

LTC Kimberly Pringle

502-613-6187

Mr. Thomas Rouse Jr.

502-613-6134

LTC LeRoy Adams

502-613-4980

A-L CPT Career Manager

CPT Patrick Goddeyne

502-613-6576

M-Z CPT Career Manager CPT Donald Knight

502-613-6170

LT Career Manager

Ms. Lisa Robinson

502-613-6156

WO Assignment Officer

CW4 Robert Wolfe

502-613-6189
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kimberly.d.pringle2.mil@
army.mil
thomas.rouse.civ@army.
mil
frank.l.adams8.mil@army.
mil
patrick.j.goddeyne.mil@
army.mil
donald.d.knight.mil@
army.mil
lisa.r.robinson2.civ@army.
mil
robert.m.wolfe6.mil@
army.mil

SECTION IV

Around the Corps

NCO Evaluation Boards (Order of Merit Lists)
By Mr. Gerald Purcell, SGM (Ret), Personnel Policy Integrator, DMPM, Army G-1
(Second in a series of articles on NCO Evaluation Boards)
NOTE: This is the second of three articles concerning NCO Evaluation Boards. The first article was published in the 1775 Fall
2020 edition, which you can find on AGCRA.com.

S

tarting in late FY19, the Army
began to change how centralized
boards evaluate NCOs in order to inform
decisions on selection for training,
assignments, promotion, and retention,
based on individual merit and Army
requirements. This new method eliminates
NCO promotion selection boards for
Regular Army and Army Reserve NCOs
and replaces them with annual evaluation
boards for staff sergeants and above. The
new boards evaluate NCOs based on their
performance and potential, leading to
creation of order of merit lists, or OMLs.
The OMLs rank NCOs within their career
progression MOS based on individual
merit, listing NCOs from most qualified to
least qualified. It’s important to understand
evaluation boards are not selection boards.
The OML is not a promotion selection
list or a training selection list. The board
product, or OML, does not establish
any NCO is “selected” for any specific
thing. Rather, they are listings of NCOs,
grouped by career progression MOSs,
who are rank-ordered based on merit as
determined by the board’s evaluation
of their record. Once approved, the
OMLs inform “selections” for training,

appointment,
specialized
assignments,
promotions and
retention, at a
later date, over
time. They are
designed
to
help the Army
transition from
the industrialage, time-based
management practices to the informationage, merit based outcomes in support of
talent management efforts.
How is an OML Created? During
the board process, board members
develop an individual voting philosophy
informed by the board’s memorandum of
instruction, board guidance, authorized
extracts from the NCO Professional
Development Guide (Department of the
Army Pamphlet 600-25) and their own
personal experiences and judgement.
Board members are cautioned, once
they’ve developed their individual voting
philosophy, to remain consistent with it
so the last record evaluated is considered
under the same philosophy as the first

Figure 1 - Word Picture

record evaluated. After each record is
evaluated, board members apply a vote
to the record by applying a numerical
score using an established word picture
(Figure 1). Votes range from 6 (superior
performance/potential) to a score of 1
(indicating no potential for continued
service).
Board members have the option to
further define their vote by using a “+”
or “-“, further clarifying their evaluation
of the record. Once all board members
vote the records, the Department of the
Army Secretariat collects individual
scores and adds them together to create
an aggregate board score. For example,
a fictitious board panel consisting of five
1775 | Spring 2022
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voting members evaluated records of
NCOs and assigned votes as described
above. For each record, the five votes are
added together to create an aggregate
score and the NCOs are listed in order
from high score to low score (Figure 2).
In this example, a fictitious Soldier “SSG
A. Adams” received the following five
scores by the panel members: 4+, 5+,
5+, 6-, and 5+. The five base scores (4,
5, 5, 6 and 5) added together equal a total
score of 25. Then, by combining the total
number of +’s and –‘s, the net total is +3
(four “+’s” and one “-“). As a result, SSG
A. Adams is listed on the OML with a
score of 25 +3.
Often, due to the high number of records,
Soldiers will have aggregate scores that
are tied. Ties are broken by seniority,
staring with time in grade, then time in
service if time in grade is the same, then
by date of birth if both time in grade and
service are the same. Finally, in order to be
considered fully qualified (for promotion
or appointment), the average board score
must be consistent with a score of 3. All

files
scoring
equal to or
above a score
of 3 are fully
qualified and
those
below
the line are not.
When the Army
released the list
of NCOs, in
alphabetical
order following
an
NCO
evaluation
board,
only
those
NCOs
who are most
Figure 3 – Sample ACT OML Viewing
or fully qualified
are located in the Army Career Tracker.
are identified. NCOs who do not achieve
Instructions on how to access them are
an average score of 3 or better are not.
included both in the board MILPER
Individual OML standings for all NCOs
evaluated by an NCO evaluation board
are located in the Army Career Tracker.
Where do I find my individual OML
standing? OML standings for all NCOs
evaluated by an NCO evaluation board

message and within the cover memo of the
alphabetical listing of all fully qualified
NCOs. A sample of how it looks is at
Figure 3. The Army Career Tracker will
inform you of your ranking, compared to
the number of records evaluated in your
career progression MOS. In this example,
SFC Cho learns that he was ranked 68
of 419 NCOs in his CPMOS. On the
bottom of the career tracker, you will see
a function that allows you to share your
OML standing with an unlimited number
of mentors or up to five unit leaders. The
default setting is “DO NOT SHARE”.
There is no requirement for you to share to
anyone and nobody, including your chain
of command, can insist or direct you do
so. It’s a personal choice. The purpose is
to ensure you know where you stand from
a board perspective.
How are NCOs categorized? The OML
is used to establish and classify each NCO
into one of four distinct groups (refer to
Figure 2). The four groups are as follows:

Figure 2 – Example OML
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Most Qualified (MQ): NCOs who, when
compared to their peers (within their
respective Career Progression Military
Occupational Specialty (CPMOS), are
considered most qualified by the board.
These NCOs are best candidates (subject
to eligibility criteria) for potential

appointment against CSM positions,
specialized assignments, selection to
attend the Sergeants Major Course (SMC)
and other NCO Professional Development
System (NCOPDS) courses, and for
promotion to SFC and above when
requirements exist. This distinction is
applied to NCOs who receive an average
board score of 5.5 or higher from the
board members. Because the MQ status
is applied to NCOs with an average
board score of 5.5 or higher, not all OML
groupings will have MQ records while
some OMLs may have several; there is
no limit or requirement set on this. It also
doesn’t mean a guarantee of promotion
because promotion is a function of
satisfying valid requirements.
Fully Qualified (FQ): NCOs who, when
compared to their peers (within their
CPMOS), are fully qualified (subject
to eligibility criteria) for potential
appointment against CSM positions,
specialized assignments, selection to
attend the SMC and other NCOPDS
course, and for promotion to SFC and
above when requirements exist. All NCOs
identified as FQ received an average
board score of 3.00 thru 5.49 from the
board members.
Not Fully Qualified (NFQ): NCOs
who, when compared to their peers
(within their CPMOS), are not qualified
for appointment to CSM, specialized
assignment consideration, selection to
attend the SMC or (potentially) other
NCOPDS courses, or promotion to SFC
and above. All NCOs identified as NFQ
will have an average board score of 1.50
thru 2.99 from the board members.

bar to continued service will remain in
place until the following year’s board. If
found NFQ-R a second time at any point
while serving in the same grade, that
NCO (applicable to both RA and USAR
AGR) will be denied continued service
and be subject to involuntary separation
effective the 1st day of the 7th month from
the date the board findings are approved,
regardless of any previously established
ETS or retention control point. The
NFQ-R policy for USAR TPU Soldiers is
under development and will be published
in their evaluation board announcement.
This policy applies to all NCO evaluation
boards (SSG through SGM/CSM).
NFQ-R NCOs received an average board
score of 1.49 and under from the board
members.
Important: If you are MQ or FQ, it does
not mean you have been “selected” for
training, promotion, appointment, or any
specialized assignment. You must first be
otherwise fully qualified for whatever
“selection” criteria are being made, there
must be a requirement, and you have to
be high-enough on the OML to be “bestqualified” for such selection. All of these
selection processes occur over the life of
the OML – typically one year – until the
next OML is approved for that specific
grade.

Not Fully Qualified for Retention
(NFQ-R): NCOs who have completed a
minimum of 36 months’ time in grade (as
of the board date) who, based on an overall
evaluation of substandard performance
and/or potential, whose continued
service may not be in the best interest
of the Army. These NCOs are placed on
notice that their continued service is at
risk. These NCOs will receive a HQDA/
USARC bar to continued service. The
1775 | Spring 2022
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A Generous Thank You to the Corps
By MAJ Kimberly Mallard-Brown
a godsend and a way to synchronize
processing across every part of the
S-1. Communication and nesting
information with other staff sections to
track medical statuses, policy changes,
and ETPs to PCS, were essential.
Leaders saw that while strength
management
matters,
personnel
accountability — the faces that fill
those spaces — matters most. Soldiers
have Families, goals, and concerns
that must be considered. During the
pandemic our S-1 teams, strength
managers, and organizations have
gone above and beyond to do what
they always have done, take care of
Soldiers! We’ve adapted to meet new
and emerging requirements in the
COVID-19 environment.

O

ur nation has been ravaged by COVID-19
for more than two years. I remember
Friday, March 13, 2020, when OSD published
its stop move order, like it was yesterday. My
Family was preparing to PCS. Our household
goods had been picked up and were on their
way to our next duty station. My 2-year old
daughter was getting cabin-fever in our small
hotel room. My husband had returned from
TDY in Thailand and Malaysia that morning
and began quarantine. You could hear a pin
drop in our room as we read the memo and
listened to news reports.
Like many others, that is when we realized just
how serious the pandemic was. We weren’t
going anywhere. Out-processing was put on
hold — like the rest of the AG Corps, I was
heading into the office to help my team figure
out our new normal.
In the coming months, the lives and workloads
of AG Soldiers & Civilians across the globe
would change dramatically. Prior to the
pandemic, childcare providers, nurses, and
numerous other essential workers were not
fully appreciated. There is always someone
that believes they can do your job better than
you. Sadly, these people don’t generally have
the same professional training or experience.
How hard can it be to teach a 1st grader math?
How hard can it be to submit and track a
compassionate reassignment in EDAS?
Sometimes the AG Corps is undervalued.
When HR operations are running smoothly,
leaders don’t always realize what is happening
behind the scenes. Only when services are
interrupted and progress stalled do they
begin to see the intricacies of our Army HR
processes.
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Following our response to COVID-19
organizations, they fully understood what
the AG Corps brings to the table and how we
enable the fight. OSD enacted policies that
allowed service members to delay their PCS
and extended the expiration for use or lose
leave. HRC was there to execute these policies
and worked one-on-one with Soldiers. At the
unit-level the hard work continued. Soldiers
sought creative solutions to challenges no one
could have ever anticipated. While the rest of
the nation strained to maintain self-control and
avoid another Amazon purchase, AG Soldiers
were getting it done.
At home and abroad AG units met the
difficulties associated with COVID-19 head
on. Replacement Companies welcomed
Families to installations and helped them
navigate the local mandates and requirements
as well as quarantine. Despite the pandemic,
HR Companies and their Platoons continued
to deploy delivering postal services and
providing accountability support at Theater
Gateways.
Our force generating AGs on the trail and
recruiting duty also got in on the fun.
Recruiters met potential Soldiers on Google
Hangouts and Zoom rather than in high
schools. Drill Sergeants were confronted with
maintaining the same quality of training while
ensuring trainee health and welfare at the
height of the pandemic.
The closest thing to a virtual S-1 section that
most had envisioned were the capabilities
IPPS-A will bring. S-1s with units working
remotely were forced to go online. Many that
hadn’t implemented GEARS or something
similar to process actions found them to be
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After such stressful years, it is easy to
feel burnt out. We are not out of the
woods just yet. I suggest two ways to
recharge: remain linked in with the AG
community and know when to unplug.
Some PCS’ed during the pandemic and don’t
know many people at their new installations.
Don’t hesitate to reach out to your peers and
adjacent units. Don’t suffer in silence or stew
alone! You’d be surprised how willing others
are to help. If you’re remote, stay connected
through virtual LPDs. Reach out to others in
your brigade or in an AG social media group.
Don’t be afraid to ask for help. Doing so can
disadvantage you, your team, and your unit.
Lastly, unplug! With VPN and work cell
phones, the lines are blurred between duty
hours and your personal life. You still get to
have one! You Family deserves to have their
parent, spouse, or child present. Know when
you MUST work, and when it is okay to call
it quits. We are Soldiers 24/7, but you need
to find a balance to maintain your peace of
mind. You need to show your Soldiers how and
when to draw the line. If not, we run the risk
of perpetuating a cycle or constant mental and
physical exhaustion.
From South Korea to Germany, and
everywhere in-between, AG Soldiers &
Civilians have answered the call. We are
finally beginning to see the light at the end of
the tunnel. Soldiers are being vaccinated, PCS
moves are occurring, and we are finding our
new normal.
As our Army modernizes, we will continue
to meet our force’s stressful demands. This
train isn’t slowing down. I know that many
leaders share my sentiments but have not had
time to put pen to paper. Stay positive and stay
motivated. Thank-you for all that you’ve done
and will continue to do. Defend and Serve!

Winning the War for Talent
The Early Bird Gets the Worm
By COL Don Fagnan

S

truggling to find talent and build teams
during the Army Talent Alignment
Process (ATAP)? I hope not, but the
reality can be a much different story.
If you waited for the market in the
Assignment Incentive Module (AIM)
to open and start scouting talent, you’re
already late to the game. Have your peeps
scooped up everyone that wants to come
to Fort Drum with a 1:1? Reason is, the
work that matters the most is done before
the market even opens. The early bird
wins almost every time. So how do I win?
Whether you know it or not, you and
your unit’s resumes are being viewed by
organizations all the time – even when the
market is closed. The resume is critical
to the ATAP process – it’s how the Army
captures officer talents that don’t fit on the
front side of an ORB. It’s also a way to
start finding talent before the market even
opens. In general, most officers don’t do a
good job building their resume because:
it says the same thing on the ORB; reads
like a book (we hate reading books); and
doesn’t highlight what matters. If it takes
someone more than 10 seconds to read
your resume, it’s too long. If you haven’t
read, ‘Brief: Make a Bigger Impact by
Saying Less’, you need to – it will make
you a better officer and communicator.
Bullets are good, less is more, tell the
“why” your experience matters. Help
your officers and help the Army make this
better.
As the S1, you can’t do it all. Sit down
with the Commander and figure out who
the hiring authorities are in your unit. The
hiring authorities are critical because they
know the most about the job, will conduct
the interviews, and should be the ones
preferencing in AIM. It doesn’t make
sense for Don Fagnan, an AG officer, to
interview and preference candidates to
be the next BN S6. The rest of the staff
has to be involved because they know the
requirements. Give them permissions in
AIM to scout talent and preference.
So now that everyone knows their duties
and responsibilities for the ATAP, you,
S1, need to train them. How do we find

people for the job if we don’t know what
the talents are required for the position?
Accurate position descriptions matter
– officers want to know what the job is
(passive recruiting). If you don’t explain
it well, your sister BDE will beat you
every day of the week. Have the hiring
authorities figure out the KSBs they
need and add them. If you are hiring the
brigade’s next HR Tech, and they do a lot
of data analysis, add the KSB of analytical
thinker. You’ll be able to quickly screen
the 100s of WOs in the market to find
who is good at it. See the whole list at
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/docs/
DOC-635624. And share the list with
your officers so they can self-profess.
We are all competing with each other for
Talent. Private industry, and the CSA,
call it a War for Talent. Officers now have
a choice and their preference drives the
post market slating process. Ask yourself,
if I was in the market looking for a job,
“why would I preference my BDE over
X’s BDE?” Are the Command or KD
queue’s shorter there? Do I really want to
PCS to the cold in Alaska or is an annual
oil stipend of $1,600/family member
a good deal? Do officers that serve as a
CTC O/C have a higher CSL selection
rate than those without? The moral of the
story is: you gotta sell your unit so officers
will want to at least set up an interview.
Help the hiring authorities with those
talking points before the market opens
and advertise the goodness in AIM.
When is the last time you conducted
an interview? For most of us, probably
never. Did you know interviews are the
least predictive method to identify future
performance? But, we often overweigh
how someone did in a quick 5 min cold
call to determine who our 1:1 match will
be. Interviews can be useful and powerful
if you put some time and thought into them
ahead of time (before the market opens).
Some tips. Ask the same question to all
officers for the specific job because now
you can compare them against each other.
Also, ask behavior based questions vs the
“if you were king for a day….” Behavior

based questions force individuals to
answer with how they did something in
the past – a better predictor. Finally, read
a book on how private industry conducts
interviews. It’s our craft and we should be
the experts.
Last thing – biases. How to recognize and
mitigate to find the best qualified officer
and start working that 1:1 match. So, you
as the S1 aren’t doing most of the hiring
– just facilitating the process. This is the
last big thing to educate hiring authorities.
Biases aren’t bad, it’s how we’ve survived
for thousands of years. They assist us to
make quick decisions when confronted
by a lot of information. However, biases
can and do inhibit us from identifying
the most talented. Good news, we can
mitigate their effects if we are aware of
them. Some common biases you might
encounter and should educate folks on:
•
Recency: we tend to prefer folks
that interviewed at the end of the hiring
process; so keep good notes
•
Similar to me: we tend to hire
folks that are similar to our experiences
and career progression
•
Confirmation: you’ve already
made up your mind based on someone
else’s recommendation; during the
interview you home in on the good and
disregard the flags
•
Halo Effect: we focus and
overweigh one area….she scored a 300
on the APFT and I know that’ll make her
a great company commander
•
Horn Effect: opposite of halo.
You don’t like someone because of one
data point….they don’t have a tab
I know, IPSS-A’s coming. AIM and
IPSS-A will look different. However,
the fundamentals will remain the same.
Having a good plan in place before the
market opens will put you and your unit
at a competitive advantage finding talent.
Location does matter. But, location isn’t
everything. At JBLM, we’ve learned the
War for Talent is won before the market
even opens.
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“THE ORIGINALS” OF TALENT MANAGEMENT
By CPT Kristina A. Diaz, Deputy Group S1, 10th Special Forces Group (Airborne)

A

rmy-wide modernization of human
resources (HR) practices has
changed how leaders acquire, develop,
employ, and retain talent. While all HR
professionals continue to build their
scheme and maneuver against the war
on talent, 10th Special Forces Group
(Airborne) (10th SFG (A)) has asked the
questions, “Do we have too much talent
in one location? How do we manage
people with high potential opportunities
to grow versus those with experience?”
As a result, 10th SFG (A) has transitioned
from hiring solely based on experience
to hiring based on potential. This article
will explain how 10th SFG (A) evolved
their talent management process to meet
21st Century HR requirements.
The “Layers” of Talent Management
Talent management does not start and stop
at the hiring process. Talent management
is how the Army acquires, develops,
employs, and retains its greatest asset
– our people – to enhance readiness by
maximizing human potential. 10th SFG
(A) refers to these components of talent
management as “layers.” Additionally,
we assess talent by understanding
the knowledge, skills, behaviors, and
preferences (KSB-P) instilled in our
people. While it is ubiquitous to hire only
based on experience, 10th SFG (A) uses
the Army’s People Strategy developed by
General James McConville, 40th Chief of
Staff of the Army, to attract, hire and retain
based on potential and character. For this
article, we focus only on acquiring and
36

employing talent.
Acquiring: As mentioned above, it is
common practice to solely hire based
on experience because we want the best
people in the right place, at the right
time. However, candidates in the Army
and corporate America have experienced
difficulties getting hired due to a lack
of experience. Sometimes the “better
fit” doesn’t have the experience. Yet
sometimes, the “better fit” demonstrates
the appropriate KSB-Ps that outweigh
experience. 10th SFG (A) hires based
on potential by understanding the total
Soldier picture, including Army, career,
and Family considerations. When we
say “Army considerations,” we mean
hiring an Officer based on the Army’s
goals and needs over time. When we
say “career considerations,” we mean
hiring with an Officer’s career and any
future military, civilian and educational
goals in mind. And when we say “Family
considerations,” we mean hiring based
on the Officer’s location preference
(Continental United States vs. Overseas)
or requirements (Exceptional Family
Member Program). Hiring based on
potential has allowed 10th SFG (A) to fill
critical gaps, be flexible, and hire against
uncertain future requirements. Next, we
will discuss how 10th SFG (A) conducts
the hiring process.
Employing: Employing candidates goes
far deeper than the interview process and
hiring. Effective employment requires
vision, comprehension, planning, and
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group efforts to hire the right people, in
the right place, at the right time. 10th SFG
(A)’s hiring process includes establishing
a hiring philosophy, conducting training
and development for hiring managers,
establishing a character interview process,
and following a cyclic hiring timeline.
Establishing a hiring philosophy provides
the foundation hiring managers and
applicants need to understand what
hiring is and how we conduct hiring by
the organization. The hiring philosophy
must come from the Commander and
the S1. Then, the organization should
publish the philosophy on their respective
homepage in the Assignment Interactive
Module 2. This doubles as marketing
and recruitment to the organization,
while providing hiring information for
candidates. Once the hiring philosophy
is established, published, and broadcasted,
we can then train and develop hiring
managers.
Hiring is a choreographed dance between
the hiring official and the HR professional.
10th SFG (A) encourages S1s to conduct
an initial scrub on candidates, with
guidance from the subject matter expert
for that position; for example, an S2
billet will receive input from the senior
Military Intelligence Officer at the
higher headquarters. After analyzing
to ensure candidates either meet, or can
meet unit requirements, the S1 provides
recommendations to the hiring managers;
S1s must consider the potential for a
candidate to meet requirements. For

Figure 1. Talent Management Glide Path developed by 10th SFG (A) Group S1, MAJ Jamie Abel.
example, 10th SFG (A) is an Airborne
unit and typically requires personnel
to be Airborne qualified. However, a
candidate who shows potential KSBPs that would be a “good fit” for a
position should be considered for hiring
based on their potential to meet the
Airborne requirement. Not all hiring
managers are HR professionals, nor will
they thoroughly understand the talent
management process. Therefore, S1s
must train and develop hiring managers
to select the right candidates based on
potential. Now that we’ve discussed a
hiring philosophy and how to train and
develop hiring managers, we’ll discuss
the interview process.
Hiring managers can be objective
when considering candidates based on
experience alone, but objectively meeting
specific criteria does not guarantee if a
candidate is a “good fit.” To assist with a
more subjective and potential-based hiring
process, 10th SFG (A)’s talent interview
process consists of the following: a) the
Soldier Record Brief (SRB) and resume
review, b) standardized questions that
tailor toward the position needing to

be filled, highlighting specific KSB-Ps,
and c) focused questions that align with
the commander’s character attributes to
assess the total Officer. A hiring decision
cannot be based only on the SRB and
resume, just as a hiring decision cannot
be based only on an interview. Assessing
an Officer’s character foundation during
the interview process helps support the
total Soldier concept so that the Officer,
unit, and Family are considered when
determining a candidate for hire. And
lastly, 10th SFG (A) is deliberate in
executing a forward-moving, cyclic
talent management timeline, consisting
of identifying gaps, cross-discussion
amongst staff and leaders, interviews, and
establishing a “market match” (Figure 1).
Discussion

based on experience in the past. However,
now 10th SFG (A) affords people
opportunities to serve in our organization
by considering the total Officer. How are
we building leaders and subject matter
experts if we don’t give them the chance
to succeed? Hiring for potential is how
we develop the leaders of tomorrow.
Assessing potential is about probabilities,
not guarantees. It’s about uncovering the
KSB-Ps that can build a future successful
trajectory for the candidate and the
organization. Objective hiring can lead
to employing like-minded individuals.
Hiring based on potential and character
adds diverse and adaptable leaders to an
organization who will operate at their
fullest potential, with Soldier care at the
forefront.

Circling back on the original questions
asked: Does 10th SFG (A) have too much
talent in one location; and how does 10th
SFG (A) offer candidates who demonstrate
potential hiring, opportunities versus
those with experience? Yes, 10th SFG
(A) has shown to have too much talent in
one location because they’ve only hired
1775 | Spring 2022
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HR Officers Applying to the Advanced Military
Studies Programs
By MAJ Mark P. Ziegenfuss

T

here are four Advanced Military
Studies Program (AMSP) across the
joint force that admit Army officers, with
the School of Advanced Military Studies
(SAMS) comprising the largest body
of students.1 AMSP occurs at a crucial
juncture of an officer’s career, generally
following JPME 1. Graduates of AMSP
have a renowned reputation for critical
and creative thinking, are problem solving
planners, and excel as staff officers
and commanders.2 Attendance at these
schools by AG officers is low, averaging
no more than one student per academic
year. The lack of AG officers attending
AMSP is a lost opportunity for the branch
to build a bench of senior human resource
(HR) officers with advanced warfighting
conceptual capabilities to lead at the
tactical, operational, and strategic level
of war. The purpose of this brief paper is
to inform AG officers on the benefits of
completing an AMSP school and inspire
future applicants.
Program Design and Outcomes: Each
AMSP has a distinct curriculum with all
covering military theorist across domains,
design methodology, problem framing,
38

and planning processes. Surveying
classical and modern military thoughts
expands frame of reference concerning
the nature of war, its inherent complexity,
and relationships among its various
components.3 In many case studies,
mobilization
strategies,
manpower
requirements, and retention operations
are discussed in sustaining a campaign
or major operation. Conducted over an
entire calendar year, AMSP provides
the time and space for students to read,
write, absorb material and apply learning
concepts into planning exercises. The
overarching design of AMSP facilitates
an extensive period of self-growth in a
learning environment of incredible peers
and a low yield of student-to-faculty ratio.
Every AMSP includes staff rides as an
integral component of its curriculum
occurring in the United States and
internationally. At the Maritime Advanced
Warfighting School (MAWS), students
conduct numerous staff rides to include
a trip to Italy tangibly relating theory,
doctrine, and practice for re-planning
WW2’s Operation Husky, the Allied
invasion of Sicily.4 Leadership roles
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during the planning process provides
chances to serve in critical planning
positions and to hone briefing skills to
senior military and civilian faculty cadre.
Along with staff rides, each AMSP has
a robust speaking series of national
security experts and senior military
officials that exposes students to strategic
decision-making in a personal matter.
The opportunities afforded by AMSP
are unparalleled in comparison to other
military education programs.
AMSP’s develop knowledge, skills, and
abilities critical for AG officers to serve
at senior level positions. Operational
design and problem framing are useful
tools for strategic HR initiatives and
identifying problem sets for commanders
to conceptualize. Conducting extensive
research, writing point papers and a
monograph by crafting logical arguments
are hallmarks of AMSP that develops
AG officers in producing products with
precision and reasoning. Lastly, you gain
a cohort of fellow students and faculty
across occupational specialties for support
and networking in future endeavors.

opportunities to serve in our
organization by considering
the total Officer. How are we
building leaders and subject
matter experts if we don’t give
them the chance to succeed?
Hiring for potential is how we
develop the leaders of tomorrow.
Assessing potential is about
probabilities, not guarantees.
It’s about uncovering the KSBPs that can build a future
successful trajectory for the
candidate and the organization.
Objective hiring can lead
to employing like-minded
individuals. Hiring based on
potential and character adds
diverse and adaptable leaders
to an organization who will
operate at their fullest potential,
with Soldier care at the forefront.

The 2021 Maritime Advanced Warfighting School Graduation. Four Army officers are
represented in this class, with MAJ Mark P. Ziegenfuss in front right.Abel.

Broadening Assignment Opportunities:
After a year of learning, prospective
students commonly ask what type of
assignments follow? Attending any
AMSP school results in access to
a special marketplace in AIM2 for
completing a utilization assignment as
an operational or strategic planner at the
division, corps, or service-component
level in the G 3/5/7 directorate. Officers
in these roles lead operational planning
teams, manage large projects, serve as
key owners of operational and bilateral
plans, and commonly brief general
officers. The experience of being in the
organization’s ‘think-tank’ produces
unmatched understanding of the process
for plans, operations, and strategies. For
AG officers, this is a unique opportunity
in the operational Army not possible by
any other program of offer.
Conclusion:

The art and science of

warfighting is central to the education
and development of Army officers. In the
latest edition of FM 1-0, Human Resource
Support, doctrinal writers explicitly
implemented elements of FM 3-0,
Operations, to articulate the importance
for the HR community to support the
most significant readiness requirement for
the Army, large-scale combat operations.5
An emphasis on echelons above brigade
warfighting and multi-domain operations
sends a demand signal for AG officers
to advance their planning and leadership
competences, and arguably there’s no
better schoolhouses than the joint forces
AMSP offerings to accomplish this
necessary capability.

MA in HR Management from Catholic
University, a MS in HR Development
from Villanova University, a MA in
Defense and Strategic Studies from the
U.S. Naval War College and is a graduate
of the Maritime Advanced Warfighting
School.

Author Biography: MAJ Mark P.
Ziegenfuss is a Human Resource Officer,
and certified Senior Professional of
Human Resources (SPHR), currently
serving as a Strategic Planner at U.S.
Army Central Command. He holds a

1 Under Secretary of Defense Personnel & Readiness, PME Lethality Working Group, “The Art and Science of Warfighting, PME and Strategic
Thinkers”, November, 2017.
2 COL Jeffrey Goble, USA, “SAMS’ Relationship with the Army”, AY 2008
3 Air University, School of Advanced Air and Space Studies, Program Summary, 2022.
4 Naval War College, Maritime Advanced Warfighting School, Program Summary, 2022.
5 Headquarters, Department of the Army, Washington DC, FM 1-0, “Human Resources Support”, August, 2021.
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Your New Duty Assignment – Be a Mentor
By COL (Ret) Thomas H. Palmatier

“Mentoring is a relationship between two people with the goal of professional and
personal development. The ‘mentor’ is usually an experienced individual who shares
knowledge, experience, and advice with a less experienced person, or ‘mentee.’”

I

n an earlier issue of “1775” I wrote
about my lessons learned as a “Soldier
for Life” having retired from our Army
after over 37 years. One of the suggestions
was to fill the important role of mentor to
junior AG officers and NCOs. But how
does one go about that?

need to improve. If they feel those areas
of weakness or insecurity are going to
be shared with others, the relationship is
effectively over.

It’s important to focus on the definition
above and maintain the goal of
professional and personal development.
To that end, true mentorship requires
planning and preparation by the mentor
and active participation by the mentee.
Here are some steps to follow:

* Encourage the mentee to inform their
supervisor about the relationship. A good
boss will be thrilled and informing them
avoids any perception of meddling or
improper interference by the mentor.

- Have an initial meeting to discuss goals
and a general plan for the relationship.
This essentially serves as an informal
contract of what each party will bring
to the table and ensure there are shared
objectives. During that initial meeting:
* The mentor must pledge total
confidentiality. To be able to truly
help with professional and personal
development, the mentee must be able
to reveal those areas he or she feels they
40

brief paper is to inform AG officers on the
benefits of completing an AMSP school
and inspire future applicants.

* Agree on frequency of the sessions
and what the basic format will be. I like
to spend the first half of any session
focusing on the assigned reading (more
on that later) with the second half being
a more open discussion of current
challenges, future goals, etc. As to
frequency, monthly seems to work well.
Any more frequently and it becomes too
routine. Any less frequently and it’s hard
to establish continuity and build a shared
knowledge base.
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- Assign readings prior to each session.
These readings should reflect what the
mentee wishes to accomplish. For Army
Music Officers, I like to alternate books
about leadership, change management,
and personal growth with books about
various aspects of music. If the mentee
wants to learn more about the Army,
consider assigning chapters of “How the
Army Runs,” available as a PDF on the
U.S. Army War College website. But,
both of you must do the readings! Even
if you have read the book before, read it
again and make notes about salient points
or things you’d like to discuss further.
- Be willing to revise the plan, in
consultation with the mentee. If a different
approach is needed in terms of frequency
and the type of assigned readings, adjust
and adapt to their needs.
- Stay current in your knowledge of the
Army and the AG Corps. As each day
passes, the relevance of your perspective
and advice diminishes unless you
proactively stay informed. Reading

“Army” magazine and other AUSA
publications and keeping your Early Bird
subscription active will help. War stories
and “when I was there” tales may be fun
for you to tell and are perhaps interesting,
but that’s not true mentoring. Remember,
your goal is the “professional and personal
development” of the mentee, not reliving
your past.
Hopefully, you are thinking being a mentor
could be intellectually and personally
satisfying (it is!) and you’re anxious to
begin. Here’s the key point – it will usually
fall on you to initiate “first contact.” Every
junior Officer and NCO is told they need
to have a mentor, but they are not told
how to get one and most are reticent to
approach a senior retiree, assuming they
are too busy or too important to bother
with a LT or SGT. Think about yourself
as a twenty-something LT, WO1, or SGT.
CSMs, SGMs, CW5s, and COLs seemed
so remote (and old). And guess what?
Retirement has not made us younger or
less remote. So, it’s up to us to find these
young Soldiers and make the offer. Invite
them to lunch or for a happy hour and see
if they are interested in committing to a
working mentorship relationship.

I often joke that the Army must have
disliked me a lot because they send me
a check every month as long as I don’t
come to work. The reality is, the Soldier
for Life is still a valuable member of the
Army team if they are willing to put in the
work to be a mentor.
COL (Ret) Thomas H. Palmatier retired
in 2015 after a more than 37 year career
culminating as Leader and Commander
of The U.S. Army Band “Pershing’s Own.”
He is an AG Corps Hall of Fame Inductee,
Class of 2017; a Distinguished Member of
the Corps; and a recipient of the AGCRA
Superior Lifetime Achievement Award. He
is also Editor-in-Chief of School Band and
Orchestra Magazine and works around
the world as a conductor, clinician, and
consultant. He can be contacted through
www.ThomasPalmatier.com.

One other thing. While this has so far
focused on junior Officers and NCOs, we
shouldn’t forget the more senior Soldiers.
As a Major, the after-hours discussions
with then-COL Mike Rochelle were
vital in helping me to gain insight to
techniques of indirect leadership. Senior
CPTs, MAJs, junior LTCs, CW3s, CW4s,
SFCs, and MSGs are often making
difficult transitions from jobs where they
were able to put eyes on everything and
directly influence outcomes. They now
find themselves in staff jobs or leading
larger numbers of Soldiers, and for the
first time, civilians. At the same time,
because of their seniority, their bosses
may not realize they too must be taught
and developed. What a blessing it would
be for one of these future senior leaders to
be able to spend developmental time with
a retired successful Soldier.
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Hand Coded IMI Product Innovation
Rapid & Customized Content Delivery for Intuitive Instruction
By the Training Development Directorate (TDD), Soldier Support Institute, Fort Jackson, SC

T

he TDD IMI Team at the Fort Jackson
Soldier Support Institute has recently
revolutionized the way IMI development
is produced and delivered. In the past,
TDD utilized authoring software such as
Lectora to build instructional products.
However, as more intricate functionality
was requested, the team began to pursue
a new, in-house capability for developing
their interactive products which focus
upon complex process simulations.
The solution has been built from
scratch, hand coded templates utilizing
languages such Html5, CSS, CSS3, React
Frameworks, and JavaScript to include
ES5 / ES6, JQuery, Angular, and Vue.
This development requires no software
or additional equipment, saving SSI $25k
on software licenses annually. In addition,
the time required for initial deliveries and
updates has been significantly reduced.
The 2019 F5 Postal Operations Course was
the pilot using this innovative development
methodology. The new product allows a
user’s name to be populated in the fillable
forms, correct / incorrect feedback is
provided immediately on each page of
the PEs, and users can easily navigate
through situations via a menu. A scoring
breakdown is provided at the end of each
assessment noting any incorrect responses
to assist with final comprehension. This
conversion from paper-based products has
saved over $5k annually in binders alone.
The final content size was reduced from
8 MB file to 456 kB, which took page
load times from upwards of 5 minutes to
a matter of seconds. Development time
has shifted from 1 year to an average of 2
weeks for delivery.
In 2020, the IMI Team delivered a
TACSOP (Tactical Standing Operating
Procedure)
interactive,
progressive
web app within two weeks. This web
app converted a 130 page PDF into a
consolidated product, which is responsive
for any desktop or mobile device.
Expandable menus organized the content
to be quickly drilled down as needed, and
the product does not require connectivity
once downloaded. Data is retained on
each personal device should Soldiers be
42

interrupted while utilizing interactive
packing checklists, etc. Offering this
functionality greatly improved safety in
the field in terms of fast accessibility and
the personalization and retention of data.
The most recent example of such
innovative development can be seen in
the 2021 release of MilPay and PPBE
(Planning,
Programming,
Budget,
and Execution) products. MilPay is
a complex product with 20 hours of
instructional content and assessments.
Originally developed in Lectora over 8
months in 2018, the complete rebuild in
2021 included a graphics overhaul and
4 additional modules, which increased
the course to 28 hours of instructional
content. This entirely new product was
delivered in 8 weeks. As for maintenance,
minor data change requests can now be
turned around the same day on this and
any similar products. PPBE was built to
address the shift to blended learning due
to COVID-19 quarantine requirements.
Development
included
an
entire
graphics and interface overhaul with
updated branding and styling. This rapid
turnaround exhibits the versatility and
speed of production with such templates
to create responsive products under tight
suspenses.
In terms of styling, IMI designers
developed a signature style guide for each
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product based on the heraldry-approved
colors for the affiliated school, while
still meeting the global Army branding
guidelines. Graphics are updated to this
branded, modern style in a vector format.
Vectorized graphics may be enlarged or
reduced without quality loss or pixilation.
The overall product interfaces are built
to be responsive on any device and load
times have improved from minutes per
page to seconds.
Designers and developers collaborate
to ensure the user experience and user
interface (UX / UI) is intuitive to the
contemporary Soldier by performing as a
modern website or app. This reduces the
feeling of slide-like content while allowing
for faster navigation and the integration
of hovers, menus, and other interactions.
Custom animations are utilized to guide
the user’s eye organically throughout. This
allows for a more holistic yet digestible
view of how content is interconnected and
assists users in identifying gaps in their
knowledge with more ease.
The IMI Team will continue to implement
and expand this hand coding and other
related development practices to stay
ahead of modern instructional design
while improving and customizing
products, user experiences, and overall
efficiency.

The AG Corps selects its Hall of Fame
and the Distinguished Members of the Corps,
Class of 2021

The AG Corps Hall of Fame, Class of 2021 inductees in attendance for the Induction Ceremony
at Fort Jackson, SC on 17 September 2021 were (from left to right) COL (Ret) Timothy F.
Robertson, CW5 (Ret) John L. Harrison Sr., COL (Ret) Richard A. “Tony” Teolis Jr., CW4 (Ret)
EuGene Roberts, and COL (Ret) Donald A. Bartholomew.

O

n 17 September 2021, the AG
Corps recognized the Class of 2021
inductees during the AG Corps Hall of
Fame (HOF) & Distinguished Members
of the Corps (DMOC) Induction
Ceremony at Fort Jackson, SC. The HOF
and DMOC induction ceremony is one of
the marquee events of the AG Corps.

tours as a Battalion Commander.
Additionally, he served as the 24th
Commandant of the AG School and Chief
of the Corps. In his follow-on assignment
he served as the first C-1, Multi-National
Forces – Iraq, then culminated his career
as the Director of Marketing, Education
and Outreach (G-5/7/9) for USAREC.

The 2021 AG Corps HOF inductees are:

Upon retiring he continued his support to
the Army in USAREC’s G-5/7/9 bringing
12 years of valuable knowledge, skills and
abilities from every level of the recruiting
mission.
His actions and influence
resulted in the Army’s ability to identify
and recruit America’s finest to serve
during the challenging years of the global
war on terror while ensuring the balance
and sustainment of the all-volunteer Total
Force.
Following that, he continued supporting
DoD Warriors and their families by
delivering resiliency and human resources
support programs as a member of industry.

COL (Ret) Donald A. Bartholomew
COL (Ret) Don Bartholomew was
commissioned into the AG Corps in 1980
and selected for command from Company
through Brigade to include consecutive

COL (Ret) Timothy F. Robertson
COL (Ret) Robertson was commissioned
into the AG Corps in 1978.
He
successfully commanded at all levels from
Company through Brigade and held key
staff and education-related assignments
throughout his stellar 26-year career. He
was well known as a competent and caring
leader who preached teamwork and team
success.
Following retirement, COL (Ret)
Robertson continued his support with
long lasting impacts to the AG Corps and
the Army serving as the Army Career
and Alumni Program (ACAP) Program
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Manager and managing contractor
operations for the Army Wounded
Warrior (AW2) Advocate Program,
supporting the Army Wounded, Ill and
Injured (WII) Soldiers and their Families.
He also served as a mentor for many AG
officers attending the National Defense
University.

development and execution of the
Enlisted Manning Cycles and the ASKEM (enlisted market place), and the
distribution plan and readiness tracking of
330,000 Soldiers while ensuring for their
career development and predictability
under the market-based system.

COL (Ret) Robertson was equally at
ease among Soldiers in the field, teaching
at the War College, or at briefings in
the Pentagon’s E-Ring. His 40 years of
selfless service has helped produce 21st
Century leaders ready for today’s multifaceted challenges.

CW5 (Ret) John L. Harrison Sr.

COL (Ret) Wanda E. Wilson

COL (Ret) Richard A. “Tony” Teolis Jr.
In his over 34 years of combined service,
COL (Ret) Teolis served as Chief of
Casualty and Mortuary Affairs Operations
Center (CMAOC) during the Afghanistan
surge, the HRC move to Fort Knox, KY,
and construction of the Joint Personnel
Effects Depot at Dover, AFB.
He
developed, advanced, and gained Army
Senior Leadership approval to sustain
and resource concurrent operations in
Alexandria, Fort Knox, Aberdeen, and
Dover coupled with a meticulous transfer
of responsibility plan that ensured zero
lapses during this very turbulent period.
As the Deputy TAG, COL (Ret)
Teolis was instrumental in supporting
many Army initiatives to include: the
new on-line OER and NCOER process
and format; expansion of the Army’s
Soldier for Life Program; implementing
significant changes to Tuition Assistance;
and the reduction of unemployment
compensation.

COL (Ret) Wanda E. Wilson distinguished
herself through exceptionally meritorious
service and achievement in successive
assignments of increasing greater
responsibility during a career that spanned
27 years and was recalled to active duty
to serve as the 28th Commandant of the
U.S. Army Adjutant General School, and
Chief of the Corps.
She provided the critical
oversight needed while the Army
implemented
Personnel
Services
Delivery Redesign which resulted in
providing greatly needed expertise in
the future of HR support. She provided
counsel and mentoring for many officers,
warrant officers, enlisted Soldiers, G1/
AGs, and commanders at numerous sites
participating in the transformation of
personnel elements
While serving as Chief of Staff,
United States Army Recruiting Command
and Commander, 3rd Recruiting Brigade,
her contributions were immeasurable as
the Army struggled to recruit while taking
on the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. She
brought her mastery of the operational
issues confronting every level of the
command to the Herculean task of
guiding one of the Army’s most complex
and dynamic organizations.

Finally, as the Chief, Enlisted Readiness
Division, COL (Ret) Teolis continually
optimized enlisted readiness under the
Sustainable Readiness Model.
COL
(Ret) Teolis was instrumental in the
44
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CW5 (Ret) Harrison served the AG Corps
for 33 years in a multitude of important
duties. Notable among them directly
benefitting the AG Corps community were
assignments as proponent for AR 611112, Manual of Warrant Officer MOS;
TAC Officer, Warrant Officer Candidate
School; and Warrant Officer Leadership
Policy Officer, Office of DCSPER.
CW5 (Ret) Harrison served six
years as Special Assistant/Administrative
Officer to U.S. Army four-star generals.
These leaders were Commander-in-Chief
(CINC), UN Forces Command, Korea;
CINC, USAREUR & 7th Army, Germany;
Commander, UN Peace Stabilization
Forces, Bosnia; and The Vice Chief of
Staff, United States Army. In doing so, he
helped make way for future AG warrant
officers to serve in similar roles.
CW5 Harrison was Military
Secretary, Office of the Chairman, Joint
Chiefs of Staff, from January 1999 to
July 2000. He retired from the U.S. Army
on April 30, 2001, and later served as a
Professor of Civilian Leader Development,
Army Management Staff College, Fort
Belvoir, VA, for eight years. His 41-years
of U.S. Army service epitomizes the AG
Corps motto of “Defend and Serve”.

COL Michael T. McTigue
COL (Ret) Patrick M. Rice
LTC Randy P. Lefebvre
LTC Derrick E. Lucarelli
CW5 Chad G. Bowen
CW5 Maria D. Martinez
CW5 R. Tina Rendon
CW5 (Ret) Gail B. Shillingford
CW4 Charmaine L. Hilliard
CW4 Raymond Rijkse
CW4 (Ret) EuGene Roberts

SGM (Ret) Gabrielle Russum

CW4 (Ret) Roberts concluded his
24-year military career as the senior
AG Warrant Officer for the US Army
Materiel Command where he expertly
coordinated HR systems, reengineered
business processes, and ensured first class
personnel support across the command

SGM (Ret) Russum diligently served our
Army for 33 years in a diverse range of
assignments. Her technical expertise,
diligence, innovative thinking, and
leadership skills epitomized the proud
heritage of the AG Corps.

CW4 (Ret) Roberts work on the
Project Directorate DIMHRS was marked
by the transition of millions of dollars
in equipment from Virginia to New
Orleans, and decommissioning of the
Developmental Network and Contractor
Data Center resulting in numerous
program costs savings.
While serving in the 11th Signal
Brigade, he orchestrated the smooth
transition of the Brigade’s HR Services
during the Army’s Personnel Services
Delivery Redesign (PSDR). His expertise
was showcased when he established
the installation level training assistance
workshop of all units on Fort Huachuca.
Finally, CW4 (Ret) Roberts has tirelessly
served the AGCRA and the greater
Huntsville and Redstone Arsenal
communities organizing tens of thousands
of hours in local community volunteer
service, and fund raising for myriad local
organizations.

While serving as the EPMD
Sergeant Major, she was instrumental
in the Army’s efforts to transform the
Sergeants Major/Command Sergeants
Major Branch. She worked tirelessly
with the Army G-1 to design and develop
policies intended to specifically transform
the Sergeant Major Management System
to support an Army at war as well as
future Army initiatives.
SGM (Ret) Russum heavily
influenced the creation of a centralized
selection list (CSL) board process to
select best qualified Sergeants Major for
appointment to CSM at both the Brigade
and Battalion levels. This established
the foundation for a deliberate lateral
appointment practice between CSMs
and SGMs that fosters broadening
experiences and develops strategic
expertise. She helped establish suitability
screening standards for SGMs consistent
to those applied to CSMs to reinforce
the professionalism of the NCO Corps,
and she established new position coding
for immaterial occupational specialty
positions.

CSM Jamie K. Price
CSM Jon Y. Williams
SGM Stacy S. Crawford
SGM Rebeca R. Kennedy
SGM(R) Chris T. Lyons
SGM Andrea J. Metcalf
SGM Marlena J. Neal
SGM Roger Rendon
Mr. Arthur L. Nelson
DMOCs provide a historic link with
today’s Army HR Professionals. Through
their individual contributions, these
special appointees perpetuate the history
and traditions of the AG Corps, thereby
enhancing unit morale and esprit. DMOC
selection offers lasting impact in our
Corp’s legacy.

The 2021 AG Corps DMOCs are:
MG Kris A. Belanger
BG Thomas J. Edwards
BG Hope C. Rampy
COL (Ret) Daniel Ahern
COL June S. Copeland
COL Greg S. Johnson
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13th Expeditionary Sustainment Command (ESC)
Sustainment Talent Management

T

he introduction of the Army Talent
Alignment Process and Assignment
Interactive Module 2 brought the Army’s
talent management system into the 21st
Century. Officers and Warrant Officers are
given every assignment option available
to them during their movement window
along with the ability to market themselves
for potential, future assignments based
off their own preferences for the first
time ever. While the system is working
and providing great results for both the
individuals and the units, the III Armored
Corps Senior Sustainer, BG Ronald
Ragin, Commander, 13th Expeditionary
Sustainment Command (ESC), noticed
sustainment talent was being pooled in
specific units across Fort Hood while
others were struggling to accomplish
critical missions and maintain sustainment
readiness.
BG Ragin’s answer to filling these gaps
across Fort Hood, while also maintaining
III Armored Corps as a peoplecentric organization, was to create the
Sustainment Talent Management Center
(STMC). Starting in November 2020,
COLs in the Adjutant General, Finance,
Logistics, and Medical Services branches
and sustainment CW5s across Fort Hood
meet bi-annually to discuss the talent
management of Field Grade Officers
and Warrant Officers in their respective
branches. Separate conferences are held
for each officer branch and chaired by
these senior personnel who can impact
change. Each conference is scheduled
to fall in line with the Army movement
cycles in order to influence requisitions
and ensure critical positions are filled.
Deliberate
46

and

candid

discussions

regarding the performance and potential
of each individual results in a color-coded
assessment of each field grade sustainer
on Fort Hood.
Panel members walk into the STMC
and for the first time have the ability to
clearly see all Field Grade Officers and
Warrant Officers in their branch and
what positions they hold. Large magnets
that include Rank, Name, Branch, Year
Group, YMAV, Key Developmental Time
Status, Gender, and Race are aligned for
officers by unit and for Warrant Officers
by MOS. This visual concept allows
panel members to easily point out areas
of concern (i.e., high turnover, pooling
of high/low performers, etc.) and ensure
each unit is given a diverse selection of
personnel. Each panel member speaks on
behalf of their subordinates in their unit or

branch and conducts tiered leader
assessments using color-coded magnets
with the following guidelines:
Tier 1 — Individuals are Officers and
Warrant Officers who are performing
on a level well above their peers and
whose performance is indicative of those
that have the potential to command at
the battalion-level and above. The best
predictor of future performance is past
performance. Leaders on this track
complete their key development jobs
and then are recommended for further
broadening opportunities within the larger
sustainment enterprise (i.e., Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff internship,
fellowships or joint assignments).
Tier 2 — Individuals are those Officers and
Warrant Officers who have the potential
to perform at higher levels; however, they

Senior logisticians from III Corps G4, 13th Expeditionary Sustainment Command
(ESC), 1st Cavalry Division, and other units across Fort Hood listen as COL March
Callis, 13th ESC Chief of Staff, provides tiered assessments for officers in 13th ESC.
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require additional developmental time
and investment. This is accomplished
through a diversity of assignments to
gain experience, or through intensive
coaching, teaching, and mentoring by
the senior sustainers on the installation.
The goal is to provide the leader with
the tools necessary to enable a higher
level of performance and a broad base of
experience.
Tier 3 — Individuals are those Officers
and Warrant Officers who are not
performing at the level indicative of their
current grade and level of responsibility.
They are the focus of intensive coaching,
mentorship, and counseling. They will
be given the opportunity to complete
key developmental assignments for their
grade and level; however, opportunities
on the installation may be limited due
to performance. Field Grade Officers
identified as Tier 3 are encouraged to seek
guidance and mentorship from the senior
sustainer.
Following the panel assessments, the
board evaluates the sustainment effects
across the installation or operationally
(i.e., low performance at a CTC rotation or
excellent maintenance management) and
the Senior Commander’s priorities. This
assessment will ascertain whether or not
we have an imbalance of talent within any
formation. The color-coded evaluation

allows for a quick, visual indicator of
imbalances across the installation while
the peer-regulated process prevents the
pooling of talent. Panel members also
discuss any recommended moves or
swaps. Recommendations of field grade
slate updates are then submitted to III
Armored Corps G1 with concurrence
from the losing and gaining units.
Lastly, the panel then looks at the
individual developmental needs of those
lower performing officers and warrant
officers utilizing the baseball card and
Soldier Record Brief. The panel attempts
to provide the assessed leaders with the
right balance of experiences and broaden
their knowledge bases through Fort
Hood’s unique diversity of assignment
opportunities. BG Ragin and the senior
Officer or Warrant Officer in each
assessed category set up office calls to
open communication with the lower
performers and determine what they can
do as senior leaders to assist that Officer
or Warrant Officer in moving towards
becoming Tier 1.

right person, in the right position, at the
right time. Metrics and data-overloaded
products can get Commanders only so
far. Senior leaders must be engaged in
managing the individual talent of each
leader they hire.
To date, 355 Field Grade Officers and
Warrant Officers have been individually
assessed at the STMC, impacting every
unit on Fort Hood, and ensuring People
First.

Each discussion is privileged and the
color-coding is sanitized at the conclusion
of each board. One of the main goals of
the STMC is to groom Officers who
are falling behind and coach them to
Tier 1 through assignment placement
and mentorship, ultimately getting the

Chief Warrant Officers Five from across Fort Hood assemble to deliver candid and frank tiered
assessments on field grade warrants’ performance and potential.
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81st MMT and Holiday Mail Planning

S

ituation: The 81st MMT at Fort

Soldier. Also note, the 70 hour per

being “completely full of packages”.

Hood was originally stood up

week for processing took into account

Below are the assumptions that we

to provide service to the installation

that mail was not delivered to us at the

made for the 2020 Holiday period.

for the holiday period of 2019.

beginning of the day (sometimes mail

1. During the first half of November

Unfortunately, data on the amount of

was not delivered till as late as 1200)

the weekly mail flow would increase

mail handled during that period was

as well as time allocated to individual,

by 25% and the second half would

not captured and in preparation for the

detachment, company, and battalion

increase by 35%. For the month of

holiday period of 2020 best estimates

tasks.

December, we planned on an increase

were required for planning purposes.

Planning:

These available facts

of 40% for the entire month with the

To begin we will look at the available

allowed us a foundation to build our

expectation of the last week, which we

facts that we started with for planning

postal calculations. While hard data

anticipated an increase of only 25%.

purposes.

was unavailable, we did have an NCO

Note - these percent increases are

1. 13k-15k Soldiers are on Fort Hood

that was with the 81st MMT during

against the average of 11k per week.

with regular mail service via unit mail

the 2019 Holiday period and noted

2. Due to the anticipated increase in

rooms (this is the total E4 and below

that she remembered the IMMC floor

the number of packages we planned

population on Fort Hood that are not
married).
2.

The months of June-September

had an average of 11k mail items per
week.
3.

Average cumulative processing

time per mail item is 20 seconds.
4.

81st MMT and 502nd HR

Company (supporting unit) were able
to supply 70 man-hours per week for
processing mail. Note - due to COVID
mitigation we split our forces into a
morning and afternoon crew. Due
to this it would require 2 Soldiers
per work hour versus the standard 1
48

Figure 1
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Figure 2

on, we estimated an

per day (5 for the morning shift and 5

whether this was

increase to 25 seconds for average

for the afternoon shift) to assist with

due to Soldiers already ordering

processing time per mail item.

mail handling.

everything they wanted in the months

Using these facts and assumptions

Execution: While we were extremely

we produced the chart at Figure 1

proud of our ability to calculate and

that shows anticipated mail items per

forecast estimates, we were pleasantly

week versus the total hours we could

surprised by the workload during

commit to processing mail.

the holiday period. As you can see

You will notice that between the

by the chart in Figure 2, while mail

combined manpower of the 81st

did increase up until mid-November

MMT and 502nd HR Company we

(likely due to residual political

could only muster approximately

mailings from the 2020 election),

90 hours worth of postal processing

average

time per week at best. This still left

decreased to average weekly levels we

us with a 30-40 hour weekly deficit in

had seen in June to September.

hours required to process anticipated

Conclusion: While there is currently

mail from mid-November to the last

no definitive answer to the lack of a

week of December. Due to this issue,

2020 Holiday mail surge, the running

we worked with the III Corps G-1

assumption is that as most things were

in producing an OPORD tasking

affected by it this year, COVID-19 is

brigades on post to provide 10 Soldiers

the likely culprit. It was unknown

weekly

mailings

then

leading up to the 2020 Holiday
period, or due to many Soldiers not
taking leave to visit family during the
summer months that reinforced the
need to get home during the holiday
period. Regardless, it will be our
recommendation that the 2021 holiday
period be planned and executed in the
same manner. One can never be too
careful when an operation such as
this has such a direct impact on our
Soldiers’ morale.
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AG Lieutenant Lessons Learned & Reflection
By CPT Joshua A. Miller

R

ecently, I was blessed with the
opportunity for continued service
by selection and promotion from the rank
of First Lieutenant (1LT) to the rank of
Captain (CPT) in the United States Army
(U.S. Army). Over the course of the last
five years, the enterprise has found that I
have the leadership potential to serve at
the next rank, but that came with more
failure and lessons learned than success
and spotlights. Many people reading
this will notice I said five years when
the average time for promotion to 1LT
to CPT is three years, four years at best.
Due to some failures, lessons learned,
and a unique career progression with an
initial commissioning in the U.S. Army
Reserves (USAR) then transitioning to
Regular Army (RA), it added some more
time to my Lieutenant years.
That being said, I will share some of
those lessons learned with the Candidates
for Commissioning (Cadets/CDTs) and
Lieutenants in the group. There are more
that will not fit on this general list, but I
am going to keep it as brief as I can.
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1. SHIFT YOUR MENTALITY. I fully
acknowledge there are deep institutional
challenges in the profession around the
topic of diversity and inclusion. I have
unfortunately
experienced
multiple
negative racial encounters from every
level in the profession (Enlisted, Cadet,
and Officer). However, often times, we’re
taught the narrative of “You have to be
twice as capable as your counterparts in
order to get your foot in the door.” Yes, but
I challenge that narrative to be rephrased
to, “You have to be twice as capable as
anyone to be the best.” Regardless of
biases, skin tone, commissioning source,
socioeconomic background, etc., when
you’re the best, you are the best. If we
shift our mentality to being the best as the
default narrative, we will save ourselves
some of the mental, emotional, and
professional turmoil that is associated
with the racial fatigue we sometimes
create. When you’re physically, mentally,
emotionally fit, disciplined with your
time and energy, and understand your
designated crafts application to the fight,
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cream rises to the top, always.
2. BE FIT, BE DISCIPLINED, AND
KNOW YOUR CRAFT.
a. Physical, Mental, and Emotional
Fitness –
(1) Physical: Be as strong, as fast,
and as flexible as you can. Regardless of
MOS/AOC or daily duty description.
(2) Mental: The same discipline has
to be applied to our mental muscles of
reading, writing, speaking, and critical
thinking the same way we are disciplined
with our physical fitness. Our workout
routine has to have intentional and with
variety in order to improve and maintain
wellness. The same application applies
to our daily ingestion of information and
perspectives.
(3) Emotional: Have healthy
emotional and spiritual disciplines that
allow you to express and decompress.
There has to be a positive and healthy
outlet for expression and decompression
in order to stay balanced in the Army’s

lifestyle and profession. Usually, when
there is not, drinking, smoking, and fast
living become the substitutions. Side note
- I love my Kentucky Bourbon, tobacco
pipe/a good Perdomo cigar, and going out
clubbing. However, I always indulge with
balance and wisdom.
b. Know your assigned craft (doctrinally
and in application). Live and breathe
being a practitioner–scholar. This model
is an advanced educational and operational
model that is focused on practical
application of scholarly knowledge. In
our case, scholarly knowledge is doctrine
and additional feedback from the more
seasoned practitioners in our profession.
You cannot be solely application or solely
scholarly. You have to have both working
simultaneously to develop yourself, your
Soldiers, and your organization.
3. LISTEN MORE THAN YOU SPEAK
AND NOT EVERYTHING WARRANTS
A RESPONSE OR EXPLANATION. I
don’t think this needs much explanation.
Cadets and Lieutenant are leaders! You

absolutely have a responsibility to lead;
however, that leadership should come
with a balanced and tightly woven
relationship between your confidence
and humility. Listen first, ask questions,
plan, train hard, and execute. As you
progress, this same concept is applied
to learning how to truly understand and
execute your Commander’s intent. Think
before you send that quip email or text
message. I say again, THINK BEFORE
YOU SEND THAT QUIP EMAIL OR

TEXT MESSAGE. I use to despise
when my parents and mentors told me,
“Choose your battles.” I thought it was
about being non-confrontational to
appease others. I learned it is the mark
of a mature professional. Focus your
attention forward with your notes of how
to do better. Fight the battles that need
to be fought, for the rest, “Yes Ma’am;
“Yes Sir”; “Acknowledged”; “Roger”;
“Understood”; “Airborne!” or no response
will suffice.
4. HAVE FUN, BUT KNOW TIME
AND PLACE, AND MAKE WISE
DECISIONS.
Smile, laugh, joke,
enjoy what you do, but strive not to
be a distraction to your Soldiers or
the organization. Those briefings and
conversations from seasoned leaders
about Driving under the Influence
(DUI), Equal Opportunity (EO), Sexual
Harassment Army Response Program
(SHARP), and Fraternization are not just
to fill training calendars with pointless
training. Even though we’re taught this
as Cadets and Lieutenants, I have been
astonished at how many of us do not
listen to the warnings and policies of the
profession. Call an Uber/Lyft/Taxi or
battle buddy when needed; treat everyone
with dignity and respect, even if they do
not treat you with the same; respect his/
her boundaries; and leave the attractive
Junior Enlisted and Noncommissioned
Officers alone.
5.
SEEK MENTORS, COACHES,
AND PEERS FOR FEEDBACK AND
DEVELOPMENT. I promise, not all
your mentors look like you or have the
same branch as you. Some won’t be in the

same component as you (Active, Guard,
or Reserve). If that is the case, you’re
missing out on valuable advice, input,
guidance, and development. Some people
are coaches, they do not want/know how
to establish a long-term professional/
personal relationship. Respect that and
learn from them. Your peers’ feedback
and guidance can be just as valuable as a
mentor and coach. Often times, peers are
more easily accessible since our mentors
and coaches have their own obligations
and Families. Find mentors, coaches,
and peers that you can vent to and gain
feedback/development from. Sometimes,
they will not be the same person or
group. Often times, they will be. Seek
the answers in doctrine or articles first
(reference my second point) before you
go to the mentor, coach, or peers. This
can help facilitate the conversation and
professional development session. Lastly,
this is not a one-way street, offer up your
time, energy, and input for mentors,
coaches, and peers when called upon.
Don’t be the person who only shows up
or contacts the group when you need
something. We can see and smell you
from a mile away.
I hope these reflections are of assistance.
If you ever have any questions or I can be
of assistance, please feel free to PM me or
email me at joshua.a.miller19.mil@mail.
mil.
Airborne All the Way!
Adjutant General All the Way!
Defend & Serve!
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The Korean Service Corps (KSC):
The Biggest U.S. Army Battalion
You’ve Never Heard Of

By LTC John E. Cooper (john.e.cooper14.mil@mail.mil), the KSC Battalion Commander,
and an AG Corps Officer who is honored to serve with the KSC

M

ost people reading this article
may not realize that halfway
around the world in the Republic
of Korea (ROK) is the U.S. Army’s
largest Table of Distribution &
Allowances (TDA) Battalion (BN)
supporting any sustainment mission
that you can think of.
The Korean Service Corps
(KSC), initially known as the
“Civilian Transportation Corps”, was
activated on July 26th, 1950 to support
United Nations (U.N.) forces during
the Korean War and has remained in
continuous active service ever since
in the Land of the Morning Calm. It
was officially recognized by the U.S.
Army as the KSC BN in July 1994.
The KSC BN is a
paramilitary unit that is part of the
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remarkable sustainment team known
as “Team 19”. A major subordinate
command under Eighth Army, the
19th Expeditionary Sustainment
Command (19ESC), where “Every
Soldier Counts”, delivers readiness
of assigned units and provides Eighth
Army sustainment and military
police operations that strengthen the
Alliance and support fight tonight
readiness in the ROK. Under the
19ESC is the 94th Military Police BN
which conducts Law Enforcement
and Detention Operations in support
of Eighth Army to protect the force,
populations, and resources; and on
order conducts Security and Mobility
Support and Detention Operations.
The brigade element under 19ESC is
Material Support Command – Korea
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(MSC–K), which executes mission
command over its one-of-a-kind
industrial base; plus “6th OD”, the
U.S. Army’s only functional ordnance
battalion; the unique 498th Combat
Sustainment Support Battalion itself
possessing an enormous complex,
daily, and wartime sustainment
mission; and the 25th Transportation
Battalion (Movement Control), which
directly engages ROK Transportation
Command; and the KSC BN.
Today, the KSC BN executes
daily mission command of 2,185
mission essential Korean Nationals
(KN) organized into 18 companies
(CO) (HHC, 1st KSC CO, 2nd KSC
CO, 6th KSC CO, 7th KSC CO, 8th
KSC CO, 9th KSC CO, 12th KSC CO,
15th KSC CO, 16th KSC CO, 19th

KSC CO, 22nd KSC CO, 28th KSC
CO, 32nd KSC CO, 33rd KSC CO,
34th KSC CO, 36th KSC CO, and 37th
KSC CO) providing embedded, multifunctional, sustainment support on the
Korean Peninsula to forces including
the U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, U.S. Marine
Corps, U.S. Air Force, and United
Nations Command Military Armistice
Commission. In Contingency, the
KSC BN executes the same mission,
just multiplied by a factor of 10
as the KSC rapidly mobilizes over
20,000 paramilitary KNs on its TDA
into over 180 companies at four
primary mobilization stations (Seoul,
Pyeongtaek, Daegu, and Busan).
If you think over 2,000,
and during wartime over 20,000,
personnel is a lot for one battalion
to handle, consider that during the
Korean War the KSC’s peak strength
was 100,000 with 300,000 personnel
serving throughout the war. As
paramilitary personnel, “KSCs”
were (and are) essentially “Soldiers

without weapons”. KSCs now have
modern camouflage uniforms, they
attend mask confidence training in the
gas chamber, learn how to conduct
call-for-fire missions, conduct Army
Warrior Task (AWT) Training, have
hundreds of trained Combat Life
Savers, and much, much more.
During the Korean War, KSCs took
nearly 10,000 (recorded) casualties.
For force protection now and in
Contingency, all KSCs are embedded
into units with pre-approved security
plans.

staff experience as their U.S. Army
counterparts.
The KSC BN’s
skilled “blue collar” workforce is
professionally certified and able to
perform many essential tasks including
welding, carpentry, heavy equipment
operations, and mechanic support.
Moreover, KSCs each maintain an
average of seven certifications, not just
the one required for one’s sustainment
job. The KSC BN has 260 “position
titles” – that’s more Army Military
Occupational Specialties (MOS) than
the U.S. Army.

Freedom isn’t free, as our surviving
Korean War KSC Vets well know.
If the human wave attacks you may
have read about in the history books
or perhaps seen in movies seemed
terrifying, imagine yourself then at the
front line with no weapon, trekking up
a mountain, while ferrying a 50 gallon
oil drum strapped to an “A”-shaped
wooden rucksack on your back, in
the snow, while under enemy fire, and
without winter clothing. Not making
that up either:
see
attached
photo.
(That’s
how KSCs got
the nickname of
the
“A-Frame
Army”.)

Imagine the best values of
two nations and the heart of two
militaries at the core of exceptionally
well-trained Sustainers.
Just a
few examples are the 7th Heavy
Equipment Transport (HET) CO
– and the only HET company in
Korea; the 12th KSC CO providing
translators supporting the Neutral
Nations Supervisory Commission,
its Mobile Labor Force supporting
the Joint Security Area, and its KSCs
standing guard with ROK Army
(ROKA) Soldiers at the Tongil Bridge
(a.k.a., “Freedom Bridge”); the 19th
KSC CO providing its water survival
instructors to train aviation crews
and special operations forces from
different countries; the 6th KSC CO
supporting the Busan Storage Center;
and the 36th KSC CO supporting the
Department of the Army’s Preposition
Stock-4. The humble contributions
of all 18 KSC companies could fill
volumes.

People truly are
the KSC BN’s
greatest strength.
The KSC BNs’
18
seasoned
Korean Company
Commanders
have an average
of 10 years each
of
command
experience. The
KSC BN’s adept
12
primary
battalion
staff
officers
have
an
average
of double the

The KSCs have remained
ready to “Sustain and Win the Fight
Tonight!” largely through ingenious
initiative. The KSC BN created its
own Innovations Award Program
in order to recognize dozens of
amazing annual achievements, both
large and small. To date, the KSCs
have developed multiple patentworthy inventions. Whether they
are creating their own metal tools
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to maintain their HETs, devising
Inland Petroleum Distribution System
(IPDS) “hooks” to significantly
decrease pipeline assembly time,
creating weapons range systems
that increase safety and training
quality, or developing especially
effective simulated mobilization
training, the KSCs enhance mission
accomplishment while decreasing
costs and saving the U.S. and ROK
governments hundreds of thousands
of dollars per year in perpetuity. The
KSC BN created its own Education
Program modeled after private sector
training in the United States to further
develop and invest in its personnel.
Furthermore, the KSC BN even has
its own paramilitary Soldier Family
Readiness Group (SFRG) supporting
over 4,000 Korean Family members,
each company with its own special
cultural touch, preparing Families for
Contingency.
The KSC BN enhances its
interoperability
though
routine
engagements with its many ROK
partners. This is essential to ensuring
that critical support is lockedin for Noncombatant Evacuation
Operations; Reception, Staging,
Onward Movement, and Integration;
and Sustainment Operations during
Contingency in support of the
ROK-U.S. Alliance.
This means
that in addition to supporting over
300 U.S. customer units, the KSC
BN also routinely coordinates with
numerous ROK government and
military organizations. The KSC
BN engages: the ROK Military
Manpower Administration to identify
by-name mobilees; local government
city ward offices across Korea which
help realistically plan the gigantic
mobilization requirements; the ROK
Ministry of Interior and Safety to
identify skilled and certified wartime
laborers; the ROK Ministry of
Employment and Labor to maintain it
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highly professional Armistice force;
and the ROK Ministry of Gender,
Equality, and Family to support the
KSC BN’s Sexual Harassment /
Assault Response and Prevention
(SHARP) Program. The KSC BN
further enhances its interoperability
by routinely coordinating with
the ROK Ministry of Defense for
complex logistical requirements and
final coordination of wartime plans.
The KSC BN also ensures a strong
relationship with its sister ROKA
BNs, ROKA regiments (REGT), and
ROKA infantry divisions (ID). The
units proudly included are: Seoul’s
2nd BN, 3rd BN, 211th REGT, 52nd
ID ROKA; Pyeongtaek’s 1st BN,
169th REGT, 51st ID ROKA; Daegu’s
4th BN, 501st REGT, 50th ID ROKA;
and Busan’s 1st BN and 5th BN, 125th
REGT, and 4th BN, 127th REGT all
with 53rd ID ROKA; and the ROKA
Support Group (RSG)’s HQs and its
subordinate units: Area I RSG, Area
II RSG, Area III RSG, and Area IV
RSG.
Long ago, the KSCs traded
their A-Frames for forklifts and
HETs yet you will find no other more
exceptionally well-qualified and
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devoted Sustainers. Wherever you are
in the world reading this article, know
that the KSC BN is ready to help
serve and ensure Alliance victory in
the ROK. The bad guys might bring a
lot of people to the fight. But so will
we.
During the Korean War,
the KSCs made an irreplaceable
difference at the Nakdong River Line
and countless other battles. That
tradition of selfless support continues
today. When it comes to providing
expert, relentless, and courageous
sustainment support, the KSCs have
always done so and they always will.
After 70 years, we are still incredibly
proud to celebrate our unit lineage
and to honor the many sacrifices
of our KSCs and Family members
past and present. Moreover, we are
grateful for the opportunity every day
to continually place, above all else,
our “Service First!”
Let us know if you’re headed
to Camp Humphreys, we’d love to host
you for an overview brief and Koreanstyle coffee. If you can’t make it then
no worries, please visit us at https://
ksc.korea.army.mil/

Army War College AGs, Class of 2022
By LTC Randy Lefebvre

T

he Army War College experience for the 2021-2022 academic year is going amazing. The Class of 2022 wanted to share a couple
of photos of the senior AG Officer’s life at the College as we have monthly gatherings as we head toward graduation and follow-on
assignments.

The Army War College (AWC) Senior Army Leader Day was held on October 27, 2021 at Carlisle Barracks, PA where
senior Army leaders met with AWC AG students. Front Row: LTC Debra Graham; LTC Adrienne Prem; LTC Yolanda Gore;
LTC Gretchen Gardner; the Army G-1, LTG Gary Brito; Chief of Staff of the Army James C. McConville; The Army G-9,
LTG Jason Evans; LTC Randy Lefebvre; and LTC Jeanette Molina, Carlisle Barracks Garrison Commander. 2nd Row: COL
Chris Moore; COL Troy Alexander; LTC Tim Hickman; and COL Dave Whitman. Not pictured: COL Janelle Kutter, COL
Greg Clark, and LTC Chris Wilson.

From Left to Right: COL Troy Alexander;
LTC Gretchen Gardner; COL Chris
Moore; LTC Tim Hickman; LTC Debra
Graham; COL Dave Whitman; COL Greg
Clark; LTC Jeanette Molina, Carlisle
Barracks Garrison Commander; LTC
Chris Wilson; LTC Adrienne Prem; and
LTC Randy Lefebvre.
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SECTION V

Army Bands

U.S. Army Bands Lessons Learned
Submitted by CW2 Jonathan L. Crane

56
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U.S. Army Bands Picture-gram

The 191st Army Band collaborated with a range of artists on a video to celebrate Hispanic Heritage Month
(12 October 2021).

The 248th Army Band (Puerto Rico
National Guard) honored the arrival of
the King of Spain (24 January 2022).
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The 25th ID “Tropic Lightning Brass Band” gets the crowd going during an Air Assault Graduation on Schofield Barracks, HI
(2 February 2022).

Members of the U.S. Army Japan Band and Japanese Ground Self-Defense Force Band join together to celebrate the
Holidays in December! (20 December 2021).
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Army Sings Second! The West Point Band leads the stadium in the singing of the West Point Alma Mater at the Armed
Forces Bowl (23 December 2021).

A Bugler from the U.S. Army Band
(Pershing’s Own) renders Taps at the
gravesite of LT James Reese Europe, famed
Bandmaster of the 369th Infantry Regiment
“Harlem Hellfighters” Band.
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National AG Ball - Corporate Sponsorship
By LTC (Ret) Dave Smoot, AGCRA Treasurer

The Adjutant General’s Corps Regimental Association is a major sponsor of our annual National AG
Ball, which will be held once again on Friday, June 3, 2022, at the Columbia Convention Center in Columbia,
South Carolina.
For the first time ever, AGCRA will be soliciting corporate sponsorships to support the rising costs of
supporting the Ball. Corporate sponsorship packages are outlined below and the AGCRA point of contact is
LTC (Ret) Dave Smoot, AGCRA Treasurer, Treasurer@agcra.com.
AGCRA Chapters across the Association are encouraged to seek out and encourage local corporate
sponsors to support the National AG Ball.

PLATINUM PACKAGE
•
•
•
•
•

•

Maximum Number of Platinum Packages - 2
Table of 8 with VIP Seating
8 Tickets to the Ball ($640 value)
AG Corps SWAG for 8 ($400 value)
2 Bottles of Premium Wine (White and Red) at
your Table ($75.00 value)
1/2 Page Logo within the Ball Program
Public acknowledgement as a Platinum Sponsor
by the Co-Host and President of the Adjutant
General’s Corps Regimental Association
Cost - $5,000

•
•
•
•

Maximum Number of Gold Packages - 2
Table of 8 with Choice Seating
8 Tickets to the Ball ($640 value)
2 Bottles of Premium Wine (White and Red) at

•
•

GOLD PACKAGE

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

your Table ($75.00 value)
1/4 Page Logo within the Ball Program
Public acknowledgement as a Gold sponsor
by the Co-Host and President of the Adjutant
General’s Corps Regimental Association
Cost - $3,500

SILVER PACKAGE
Maximum Number of Silver Packages - 4
4 Tickets to the Ball ($320 value) – with Choice
Seating at the Same Table
1/8 Page Logo within the Ball Program
Cost - $1,500

BRONZE PACKAGE
•
•

1/8 Page Logo within the Ball Program
Cost - $500

